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Several measures of complexity were compared between three previously simplified 
stream reaches in Western Montana; one naturally recovered reach, one mitigated reach, 
and one reach that remains simplified. The purpose of this project was to determine how 
effectively stream restoration projects mimic natural recovery processes. Habitat type 
diversity and overhead cover diversity were measured to describe the longitudinal 
channel and habitat complexity of the three stream reaches. Size and position of wood 
pieces were used to compare the structure and function of the wood in the three stream 
reaches. A technique of measuring and plotting vectors of flow across randomly selected 
and wood-associated transects was used to describe the flow complexity present in these 
stream reaches. I hypothesized that the naturally recovered reach would be the most 
recovered, the simplified reach the least recovered, and that the mitigated reach would 
exhibit an intermediate level recovery. This relationship was shown by 11 of the 29 
variables that were used to define recovery (these variables were adapted fi*om the 
literature). The naturally recovered reach exhibited the greatest degree of recovery based 
on 18 variables, while the mitigated and simplified reaches exhibited the most recovery 
for 9 and 2 variables respectively. This study suggests that, to better mimic natural 
recovery, the mitigated reach needs more woody riparian vegetation, undercut banks, 
debris accumulations, small wood, and obstructions to flow that cause eddies The 
inclusion of these findings in the future management of the mitigated reach and in the 
restoration of other small streams will help restore these streams to more fully 
fiinctioning, self-regulating systems that more closely resemble unaltered streams.
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Preface
This project was inspired by my love of rivers and streams. For most of my life I 
have played with streams in one way or another, and for the last 10 years I have played in 
a Whitewater kayak. Through play, my senses of wonder and curiosity ran free, and I 
began to leam about rivers on a very intimate level. While I was learning in this 
experiential way, I was also learning about ecology and restoration at the University of 
North Carolina at Asheville from Dr. Irene Rossell and Dr. Kevin Moorhead. These two 
methods of learning came together in graduate school when I paddled an “enhanced” 
stream and began formally studying river ecology and restoration with Dr. Vicki Watson 
at the University of Montana.
I quickly realized that the definitions of “river” and “complexity” that I had 
learned from paddling were very different from those used in restoration project design. I 
also quickly realized that few stream “restoration” projects fit the definition of 
“restoration” that I had learned as an undergraduate. I began to think about what these 
projects lacked when compared to a natural river and came up with many ideas that all 
lead to the term “complexity”. I knew I needed to attempt to scientifically describe at 
least some of the spatial and temporal complexity that I knew so well from paddling. I 
may as well have searched for big-foot. Trying to scientifically describe what I learned 
experientially was valuable but was a little like trying to describe a loved one with a 
strand of DNA.
I discovered some exciting and some rather disturbing results in my search for 
how others had defined complexity and set goals for river restoration. I studied the body 
of literature on large woody debris, stream geomorphology, fisheries habitat, and
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restoration. I found many of the fisheries enhancement projects and papers to be 
narrowly focused on enhancing one life stage of one species of salmonid. I toured 
‘"restored” streams that appeared to be trout farms made of logs rather than concrete. 
Right angles, Newtonian physics equations, cables, ballast, stability, buU-dozers; how 
does all this mimic complex dynamic natural systems? I found the audacity and tunnel 
vision behind some of these projects appalling. And yet, underlying them were some 
thought-provoking scientific studies that described streams in a way that made sense to 
me.
These studies suggested that stream studies belong in the realms of chaos theory 
and quantum physics. Natural streams offer a constantly changing mosaic of habitats; 
hence no two streams look and act alike, and few streams naturally maximize fish 
production. The studies suggest that restoration should be approached ecologically, 
holistically, and with humility. In the spirit of these studies, I decided to focus my 
research on large woody debris, habitat complexity, and flow complexity. Ultimately 
these would become the three main themes of my thesis.
I have organized my thesis to act as four stand-alone chapters with an introduction 
and a conclusion chapter. The first of these core chapters is a literature review focusing 
on large woody debris ecology. The other three core chapters are written as journal 
articles with short literature reviews in the introductions. Management implications of 
my findings are discussed in each of the core chapters as well as the in the conclusions 
chapter. It is my hope that this paper will result in stream restoration projects that better 
restore the complexity of the streams and rivers I love
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate how well stream “restoration” or 
“fishery habitat enhancement” projects recreate the complexity and function of naturally 
recovered streams. In particular, how well do these projects mimic the pathways of 
recovery, the habitat complexity, and the structure and function of wood pieces in such 
streams. I originally wished to compare several aspects of stream complexity and 
function in a natural stream, a simplified stream, and a “restored” stream. However, the 
natural stream I decided to study had actually been simplified nearly a century prior to 
this study. Therefore all of the stream reaches I studied had been similarly simplified at 
one point in time and mainly differed in the means of recovery and time since 
simplification. The choice of a naturally recovered, formerly simplified stream changed 
the focus of my research. My study evaluates how well the restoration of a simphfied 
stream reach has made that stream more similar to the naturally recovered stream reach 
and less similar to the simplified unrestored stream reach The value of using a naturally 
recovered stream over a natural stream lies in this study’s ability to compare the 
pathways of natural recovery with those used by people to mimic these pathways. It 
should not be assumed that there is only one pathway of recovery. It is likely that due to 
stochastic events and ecological variability, no two streams will recover in exactly the 
same way. The variables used to define recovery (Table 1.1) in this study were drawn 
firom other studies that generally used large sample sizes to determine general trends in 
the recovery of stream structure and functions. These variables are a subset of those that
have been linked to recovery and do not represent a complete picture of recovery. They 
do, however, describe a broad range of ecological structure and functions.
In this study stream simplification is defined as the straightening of stream 
channels, removal of much of the woody riparian vegetation, and removal of wood fi’om 
the channel. The purpose of such simplification is often to increase agricultural 
production and possibly to reduce flooding by removing impediments to flow The term 
“simphfied” is used in this study to define a human-caused impaired state in which the 
stream lacks riparian vegetation and channel complexity. There are other types of 
stream simplification that are not addressed by this study. For the purposes of this study, 
“mitigated stream” refers to a stream reach in which “restoration” or habitat enhancement 
techniques have been carried out. The specific treatments applied to the mitigated 
stream were channel regrading, wood structure addition, rock structure addition, and 
riparian vegetation planting.
Delineating what determines a more “complex” or “naturally functioning” 
condition for the study reaches was made more difficult by the lack of a natural reference 
stream. This problem was dealt with in several ways. When possible, the findings of 
other research that did focus on natural streams was used to define recovery. Complexity 
was generally defined by a greater spread of data Each variable had to be individually 
considered when comparing the relative recovery, complexity, and function of the stream 
reaches. Table 1.1 summarizes how these variables are thought to change as a stream 
recovers from simplification
Sources are cited for many of the ‘recovery indicators' in Table 1.1; these sources made a 
fairly explicit reference to how these indicators of stream function or complexity changed
a.s streams recovered. However, for a few of the variables, I synthesized and interpreted 
statements that seemed to me to imply how these variables change as a stream recovers; I 
labeled these relationships ‘author’s assumptions.’ For example,Width to depth ratio is 
assumed to decrease as streams recover after experiencing the widening commonly 
associated with a loss of riparian vegetation. Streams that have been simphfied typically 
have long riffles and lack pools. Hence, I assumed that riffle to pool ratio and frequency 
of habitat types / stream length would increase in the early stages of recovery These two 
variables are good measures of early recovery from simphfication but precise 
comparisons of later stages are avoided in this study due to the influence of slope. Slope 
will partially dictate the riffle to pool ratio and frequency of habitat types / stream length 
that is attained in the later stages of recovery.
The number of debris accumulations was considered to be an indicator of 
increasing complexity due to the tendency of these features to form pools and other in- 
stream habitat. Minimum height and diversity of heights of wood pieces were selected 
because of their ability to describe the potential functions of wood pieces at a variety of 
flows.
Table 1.1. Indicators of stream recovery used in the literature and this thesis.
Indicators
How Stream 
Character 
Changes as Source
Stream
Recovers
Chapter 3: Channel and habitat characteristics
width : depth ratio Decreases Author’s Assumption
riffle : pool ratio* Decreases Author’s Assumption
frequency of habitat types / stream Increases Author’s Assumption
length*
% of channel that is pools* Increases Ralph et al 1994
% of pools that are plunge pools* Increases Fausch and Northcote 1992
% of channel with overhead cover Increases
Bilby and Ward 1991 
Fausch and Northcote 1992
% of channel overhead cover that is Increases Fausch and Northcote 1992
undercut banks Bisson et al 1982
% of channel overhead cover that is Increases
Murphy et al 1986 
Fausch and Northcote 1992
vegetation Bisson et al 1982
% of channel overhead cover that is Increases
Murphy et al 1986 
Fausch and Northcote 1992
wood
Chapter 4:
# of wood pieces / 100 m 
volume of wood / 100 m
# of debris accumulations / 100 m 
mean diameter of wood pieces
distribution of wood piece diameters
distribution of wood piece lengths
Minimum height of wood pieces 
diversity of heights of wood pieces 
% of wood pieces not in channel 
% of wood pieces parallel to flow
Wood characteristics
Increases
Increases
Increases
Increases
Negative
relationship
with
abundance
Negative
relationship
with
abundance
Decreases
Increases
Decreases
Decreases
Fausch and Northcote 1992 
Fausch and Northcote 1992 
Authors Assumption 
Ralph et al 1994 
Hauer et al 1999 
Richmond and Fausch 1995 
Hauer et al 1999
Richmond and Fausch 1995 
Hauer et al 1999 
Fausch and Northcote 1992
Authors Assumption 
Authors Assumption 
Ralph et al 1994 
Hauer et al 1999
Chapter 5.
% of random vectors defined as 
obstructions*
% of random vectors defined as 
eddies*
% of random wood vectors defined as 
obstructions*
% of random wood vectors defined as 
eddies*
depth of flow features 
height of obstructions
depth of wood-associated features 
compared to random features 
velocity of wood-associated features 
compared to random features 
deviation of current feature vectors 
fi*om channel orientation
Flow Characteristics
Increases
Increases
Increases
Increases
Increases
Increases
Increases
Decreases
Increases
Bisson et al 1982 
McMahon and Hartman 1989 
Harvey et al 1999 
Bisson et al 1982 
McMahon and Hartman 1989 
Harvey et al 1999 
Bisson et al 1982 
McMahon and Hartman 1989 
Harvey et al 1999 
Bisson et al 1982 
McMahon and Hartman 1989 
Harvey et al 1999 
Fausch and Northcote 1992 
McMahon and Hartman 1989 
Harvey et al 1999 
Author’s Assumption
Author’s Assumption
Author’s Assumption
* indicates a variable that is influenced by slope.
Site Descriptions
Streams were characterized during the months of June and July o f2000. This 
summer was unusually dry and was characterized by large wildfires in the study 
watershed and others throughout the Northern Rockies. Due to fire related land closures 
in August and September, additional field work could not be done.
The streams I chose to study are all tributaries of the Clark Fork of the Columbia 
River. More specifically, they are located near Missoula, Montana, in the Northern 
Rockies. The flow regime of the Clark Fork River is dominated by spring snowmelt that 
typically peaks in June. The streams that I studied are small and low elevation, and 
therefore reach their peak flow earlier than the main river. In the 2000 water year, when
this study took place, the peak flow on these streams occurred in May My field work 
was done throughout the summer at consistent base flows One of the creeks. Spring 
Creek, is presumably spring-fed but is also heavily influenced by snowmelt and rain.
Both streams had ample base flows during the study period, and I assumed the influences 
of springs to be similar between the streams.
The three stream reaches I selected for this study were as similar as possible 
except for their management and degree of recovery since simplification (see Tablel.2). 
The scope of this study covers small floodplain streams in the intermountain west. The 
chosen stream reaches are fairly easily and legally accessible, and are of interest to 
Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks (MFWP). The simplified stream reach is Upper 
O’Brien Creek, and the mitigated stream reach is Lower O’Brien Creek. The naturally 
recovered stream used in this study is Spring Creek. Both streams are approximately 2 m 
wide; however. Spring Creek is a slightly smaller and steeper stream than O’Brien Creek. 
When possible, comparisons were made in such a way that reduced the influences of 
these differences. The slope measurements were made using a 7.5 minute USGS 
topographic map and are therefore not very precise. Certain variables that I studied are 
known to be influenced by slope. These variables are analyzed and discussed with this in 
mind and are noted in Table 1.1. The locations of these streams are shown in Figures 1.1 
and 1.2.
Figure 1.1. Map of the study area.
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Figure 1.2. Location of the study area within Montana.
O’Brien Creek flows east for roughly 16 km (Figure 1.3) to join the Bitterroot 
River just upstream of its junction with the Clark Fork River. The estimated average 
discharge of this stream for the study period was 0.46 m^/s or 16.2 cfs (cubic feet per 
second), which was the stream’s base flow. The gradient and slope of O’Brien Creek are 
roughly 120 Ç>m (feet per mile) and 2.3% respectively. O’Brien Creek flows through an 
upland forest dominated by ponderosa pine and douglas fir before entering the Bitterroot 
River. Here the stream flows through agricultural land that was once probably 
cottonwood-dominated floodplain forest like those found nearby at Macklay Flats. There
is residential development in the watershed and even in the riparian area for several miles 
upstream of the Bitterroot River’s floodplain. The elevations of the study reaches range 
from roughly 3,110 ft to 3,200 ft.
Figure 1.3. MRIS topographic map of O Brien Creek.
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Upper O’Brien Creek is defined in this study as the first 0.8 km upstream of the 
bridge on Big Flat Road. The coordinates of this reach are 46®50’59”N 114®06’33”W. 
Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks biologist Ladd Knotek suggested that this reach is 
indicative of the pre-restoration condition of Lower O’Brien Creek. Indeed, this reach is 
obviously simplified. The entirety of the reach is “managed” by a housing development. 
The management includes maintaining mowed grass right to the stream bank, 
maintaining a large culvert, and apparently removing wood fi^m the stream and placing it 
on the left stream bank. The stream channel is fairly simple, has almost certainly been 
straightened, and is unstable in some areas. Part of this reach is located near and parallel 
to a road, which has some effects on the stream. Even with all these human influences,
there is a persistent yet intermittent narrow buffer of young cottonwood trees and a few 
shrubs along this reach. There is downed wood present on this reach located adjacent to 
the channel at base flow.
Lower O’Brien Creek is delineated as the 0.8 km reach between Big Flat Road 
and the Bitterroot River. This reach flows near and parallel to a road for much of its 
length. It has been deepened and straightened and flows through an agricultural field 
with dense populations of nonnative plants like leafy spurge and spotted knapweed. In 
1998, MFWP undertook a restoration project on Lower O’Brien Creek. Their goal was to 
increase the channel complexity to facilitate increased use by salmonids. To accomplish 
these goals, they removed an irrigation diversion, replaced a culvert with a bridge, 
restructured the streambed and banks, and attempted to revegetate the stream banks A 
large amount of wood was added to the streambed, mostly in the form of log weirs. Root 
wads were buried in the stream banks and stone plunge pools were built. Two years after 
installation, all of the structures were considered functioning as intended except for the 
one nearest the mouth of the stream. That structure has begun to wash out, and a head cut 
has begun that may affect other structures upstream. The cost of this restoration project, 
including two years of monitoring, was $45,600 (Glaser 2000).
there is a persistent yet intermittent narrow buflFer of young cottonwood trees and a few 
shrubs along this reach There is downed wood present on this reach located adjacent to 
the channel at base flow.
Lower O’Brien Creek is delineated as the 0.8 km reach between Big Flat Road 
and the Bitterroot River. This reach flows near and parallel to a road for much of its 
length. It has been deepened and straightened and flows through an agricultural field 
with dense populations of nonnative plants like leafy spurge and spotted knapweed. In 
1998, MFWP undertook a restoration project on Lower O’Brien Creek. Their goal was to 
increase the channel complexity to facilitate increased use by salmonids. To accomplish 
these goals, they removed an irrigation diversion, replaced a culvert with a bridge, 
restructured the streambed and banks, and attempted to revegetate the stream banks. A 
large amount of wood was added to the streambed, mostly in the form of log weirs. Root 
wads were buried in the stream banks and stone plunge pools were built. Two years after 
installation, all of the structures were considered functioning as intended except for the 
one nearest the mouth of the stream. That structure has begun to wash out, and a head cut 
has begun that may affect other structures upstream. The cost of this restoration project, 
including two years of monitoring, was $45,600 (Glaser 2000).
Figure 1.4. MRIS topographical map of Spring Creek.
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spring Creek flows SW and then SE for roughly 11 km (Figure L4) before 
reaching its confluence with Rattlesnake Creek, a tributary of the Clark Fork River. The 
lower end of the study reach is approximately 0.2 km upstream of the confluence with 
Rattlesnake Creek at 46^56’05”N 113®57’42”W. The average gradient was determined to 
be 320 feet/mile, which translates to a slope of 6.1%. I determined the base flow 
discharge for spring creek to be approximately 0.20 m^/s or 7.1 cfs. The elevation of the 
study reach ranges fi-om roughly 3,640 ft to 3,800 ft. This stream was chosen as a 
reference stream for O’Brien Creek due to their many similarities in physical structure 
and riparian community as is shown in Table 1.2. The main difference between the two 
creeks is the time since simplification. Spring Creek is currently protected as part of the 
Rattlesnake National Recreation Area, and has received protection as part of the Missoula 
water supply since the early to mid 1980’s. However, at one time it was apparently
10
straightened and deepened, and flowed through an agricultural field. The estimated time 
since simplification is at least 50 years before this study. Spring Creek represents a 
natural recovery of stream structure and fimction following human disturbance, rather 
than a natural stream. The stream has a dense and varied riparian area that lacks a mature 
and continuous overstory. There is a large amount of wood in the channel and the 
habitats appear complex. It appears that the streambed is actively being raised by wood 
accumulations and gravel at a rapid rate.
Table 1.2. Characteristics of the study reaches.
Characteristic Stream Reach
Spring Lower O’Brien Upper O’Brien
Stream Condition Naturally recovered Mitigated Simplified
Channel Orientation SE E E
Mean Channel Width 1.9 m 2.2 m 2.3 m
Mean Channel Depth 0.06 m 0.10 m 0.10 m
Estimated Stream Discharge 0.20 m/s 0.46 m/s 0.46 m/s
Estimated Channel Slope 6.1 % 2.3 % 2.3 %
Stream Order 1 1 1
Mean Elevation 3,720 ft 3,133 ft 3,178 ft
Dominant Overstory Species Black Black Black
cottonwood cottonwood cottonwood
Typical Substrate Gravel, small Gravel, small Gravel, small
cobble cobble cobble
Recovery Time >50 yrs 3 yrs 0 yrs
11
Chapter 2
Literature Review of Large Woody Debris Ecology
The importance of wood in rivers was not appreciated until large amounts of it 
were removed and the effects on streams witnessed by researchers like Bilby (1984).
Since then a large body of knowledge has been developed regarding the ecology of what 
became known as large woody debris, or LWD. The vast majority of this research was 
conducted in the Pacific Northwest region of the United States. The key aspects of LWD 
ecology are LWD s ecological role, addition and distribution processes, and removal 
processes.
Definition of Large Woody Debris
Recently scientists have been trying to end the use of the term debris due to its 
negative connotations. I will use the established term in this literature review but will use 
the terms ‘Vood,” ‘ Vood piece,” and “log” interchangeably to refer to large woody 
debris in the rest of this study. Throughout this study, LWD will be defined as logs that 
are at least 10 cm in diameter and Im in length. This is the definition used by Hauer et 
al, and others (Hauer et al 1999, Andrus et al. 1988, Fausch and Northcote 1992, 
Richmond and Fausch 1995). Wood pieces must be at least partially contained in the 
obvious high water channel to be considered stream LWD. It seems possible that the 
somewhat arbitrary definition of the size of LWD may lead to studies missing some 
critical aspect of wood in rivers. Beechie and Sibley (1997) found that in small channels 
logs as small as 20cm in diameter could form pools. Culp et al (1996) found that 
simulated fine woody debris accumulations increased rainbow trout fi*y abundance.
There is some evidence, and it is reasonable to consider, that small wood in small streams
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has a role similar to large wood in large streams. Thus, it is this author’s opinion that the 
definition of what is large woody debris should be based on stream size. On small 
streams it may be necessary to study all wood in the system.
Ecological Role of LWD
The addition, processing, movement, and removal of LWD are natural processes 
critical to the functioning of many types of rivers. In steep streams with bedrock 
channels, and in large rivers, LWD plays less of a role in stream function than in lower 
gradient streams with less stable alluvial channels (Bilby and Wasserman 1989). The 
amount of LWD that is natural for a river is highly variable depending on the channel 
geomorphology and the upland and riparian plant communities Streams in the Pacific 
Northwest naturally receive far more LWD than streams anywhere else in the country 
(Bilby and Ward 1991). The land use changes that have occurred since the colonization 
of this country have altered many ecological functions, including the input and retention 
of LWD in streams. These changes decreased the amount of LWD in many streams and 
rivers. As LWD disappears fi*om streams, many changes occur in the geomorphology 
and ecology of the stream, as well as the species composition of the riparian areas. Many 
attributes of a healthy stream ecosystem are lost as streams readjust after LWD 
reductions. It is critical to the success of restoration projects and to the understanding of 
stream ecosystems to grasp these functional roles that LWD plays in streams.
Physical Structural Significance
Large woody debris can structurally alter the channel for long periods of time by 
forming plunge pools, eddies, gravel bars, or large debris accumulations (Bilby and 
Bisson 1996). These features cause complexity in current velocity, direction, depth, and
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even temperature. Throughout the history of a single piece of LWD debris in a stream, it 
may create multiple features. A freshly fallen tree that still has many needles or leaves 
will create very different features than a tree that has lost all its branches and bark. Trees 
of different ages and different locations produce a mosaic of habitats and structural 
features in streams (Hauer et al. 1999). If LWD, or LWD input potential, is removed 
from a system the river channel will often destabilize, simplify, and typically widen 
and/or downcut (Bilby and Likens 1980, Bilby 1984).
River features associated with LWD often have the effect of slowing current 
velocity. This has a number of very important additional effects. By reducing stream 
velocity, LWD also dissipates stream power that could otherwise erode stream banks. In 
this way, LWD aids in maintaining bank stability and reducing sediment input (Ralph et 
al 1994). However, LWD can deflect flows out of the thalweg and actually cause bank 
erosion. This is typically an isolated effect and in a natural system merely adds to the 
mosaic of habitats. Slowing velocity also allows for sediment to drop from suspension 
and be deposited on the stream bottom. This can cause gravel bars during high flows or 
could cause pools to fill in with nutrient-rich, fine particulate organic matter (FPOM). 
This retention of particulate organic matter (POM) increases with the amount of LWD in 
the stream, and causes macroinvertebrate abundance to increase, as well as the relative 
proportion of shredders (Wallace et al. 1995, Bilby and Likens 1980). This retention of 
POM results in the processing of nutrients, rather than the downstream transport of them, 
thereby enriching the food web of the reach (Bilby and Likens 1980). Bilby and Ward 
(1991) further described the relationship between LWD and POM by showing that as
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stream width increases, the proportion of the streambed covered in sediment stored by 
LWD decreases
Significance to Fisheries
The majority of research on LWD in streams has been done from a fisheries 
perspective. Likewise, the majority of restoration of LWD has been intended to benefit 
fish, specifically salmonids. This is for valid reasons. Large woody debris has been 
found to provide critical habitat for salmonids that are of special concern in the 
Northwestern US because of their economic, recreational, and ecological value (Ralph et 
al 1994). Several species of salmonids have been reduced to dangerously low numbers 
and much of their habitat has been heavily altered by land use practices, primarily 
logging (Reeves et al )
McMahon and Hartman (1989) found that juvenile coho salmon used structurally 
complex habitats consisting of shade, low velocity, and woody debris during the winter 
and emigrated if none were to be found. These critical habitats are naturally formed by 
root wads and accumulations of LWD. They found that the number of coho salmon 
present in the reach was positively correlated with the habitat complexity of the reach. 
Similar results were found in British Columbia for adult cohos during other seasons 
(Fausch and Northcote 1992). The positive relationship between salmonids and stream 
complexity supported by LWD has in fact been shown throughout the Pacific NW by 
numerous studies (Reeves et al. 1998, Elliot 1986, DoUoff 1986). Natural systems 
produce a mosaic of habitats that different organisms use differently, during different 
seasons, and in different life cycles. Large Woody Debris aids in creating this habitat 
diversity in stream ecosystems.
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LWD Addition Processes
It is perfectly natural for trees to fall into rivers and streams. There are several 
main processes that cause trees to enter streams Bank cutting causes the soil to erode 
from beneath riparian trees and they lean, and eventually fall, into the stream. Bank 
cutting is caused by water, usually at bank-full stage, hitting an unprotected bank. 
Interestingly, trees that fall because of this seem to alleviate the problem by dissipating 
the water’s energy locally and armoring the bank (Murphy and Koski 1989). This 
process of LWD additions is most common in low gradient alluvial streams where bank 
erosion is more common Wind-throw is also a major contributor of LWD to streams 
Riparian trees are often susceptible to wind-throw due to shallow rooting caused by a 
high water table, or by the physiology of the tree species. Wind-throw is the dominant 
cause of LWD additions to high gradient bedrock controlled streams. This process 
presumably works independently of the channel geomorphology (Lienkaemper and 
Swanson 1987). This is relevant because unlike lower gradient systems, high gradient 
streams do not typically have or need large amounts of LWD (Murphy and Koski 1989, 
Bilby and Wasserman 1989).
Another source of LWD additions is tree mortality and decay. Some trees simply 
die and fall over. This source is not as dominant in providing LWD as the previous 
sources except when large amounts of tree mortality occur in a short amount of time, as is 
the case with fires, insect infestations, or flooding by beavers. Other sources, such as 
avalanches and landslides, can provide huge amounts of LWD to stream at one time 
(Bilby 1984). In Alaska under natural conditions, the sources of 99% of the LWD in
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streams were within 30 m of the stream bank, 95% were within 20 m of the stream bank 
and 50% were from within Im of the stream bank (Murphy and Koski 1989).
Beavers are worthy of mentioning in this discussion because historically they 
have added large amounts of trees to stream channels. Some floodplains have been built 
and maintained by beavers for centuries. As beavers were removed through trapping 
these systems experienced downcutting and other significant changes. Beavers are 
habitat modifiers, and in that regard play a role somewhat similar to humans. The major 
differences between beaver dams and human structures is that beaver dams are constantly 
being built, modified, replaced, or abandoned and are therefore more flexible and 
responsive to the streams’ actions (Hey and Phillippi 1995).
Wind-throw, bank erosion, and tree mortality are natural phenomena, however, 
these LWD sources can be exacerbated by humans’ land uses. Bank erosion and 
undercutting increases with flows and riparian vegetation loss Both increased flows and 
riparian vegetation loss are associated with logging and development (Bryant 1983,
Ralph et al 1994). Wind-throw too can be made more common by forest fragmentation 
because newly exposed forest edges are not as wind resistant as natural edges (Keim et al. 
2000). Tree removal on steep slopes can increase landslides and avalanches (Bryant 
1983). Wildfires are often set accidentally by people, and historic fire suppression makes 
these fires even more destructive. Historically, loggers directly added LWD to streams in 
the form of slash, the branches and tops of trees Slash is very different from larger LWD 
in its hydrodynamic properties and its nutrient supply rates (Bryant 1983).
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LWD Removal Processes
In many ways, as soon as LWD is added to a stream, the processes of removing 
that LWD have begun. The fate of much LWD is to be washed downstream either as one 
large piece or many small pieces (Bryant 1983). Trees that fall into streams are often 
moved by those streams to more stable positions and locations. This could manifest as a 
slight shift of one end until it hits a rock or until it is no longer perpendicular to the 
current, or the entire tree may be washed miles downstream until an obstruction is 
reached (Fausch and Northcote 1992, Bilby 1984). In unlogged watersheds in 
Washington it was found that two thirds of the LWD present was at least partially 
contained in the low-flow channel, half of the LWD was fully contained in the low-flow 
channel (Ralph et al. 1994). Obviously, movement of LWD varies with the size, 
discharge, and channel characteristics of the stream, as well as the size and shape of the 
LWD. Typically, as channel width increases, the amount of LWD present decreases 
(Bilby and Ward 1991). Some logs find very stable locations in the stream channel and 
are further stabilized by sediments and other LWD (Wallace et al. 1995). It has been 
found that longer logs are more likely to become stable than shorter ones, but are also 
more likely to be transported farther than shorter logs if they are unstable (Hilderbrand et 
al 1998).
Another process of removal of LWD is physical breakdown. The abrasive forces 
of water carrying sediment and other debris can physically fragment and remove pieces 
of LWD such as branches, leaves and bark. If the LWD is moving down the stream 
channel, collisions with rocks and other solid objects can also fragment LWD (Keller and 
Swanson 1979). Aquatic insects and microbes are responsible for some physical and
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chemical breakdown as well. Logs submerged in water have been found to have a 
significantly lower decomposition rate than logs on land (Keller and Swanson 1979). 
Ultimately it seems that LWD is capable of providing a very small amount of nutrients 
itself, however it often structurally traps large amounts of finer sediments and debris that 
have a large effect on the associated aquatic food web (Bilby and Likens 1980).
People currently and historically have played an active role in the removal of 
LWD from streams (Bilby 1984). Virtually all of the LWD in streams was often 
removed after logging operations to facilitate the passage of anadromous fish (Sedell and 
Luchessa 1981). This practice is no longer done, however the effects of logging on LWD 
in streams are still very significant (Bryant 1983). Bilby and Ward (1991) found that 
when compared with streams in clear-cut and second-growth forests, streams in old 
growth forests had more plunge pools, more diverse pool types, greater piece volume of 
LWD, and more LWD-associated sediment and fine particulate matter They also 
showed that many of these effects happen within the first five years after harvest (Bilby 
and Ward 1991). Ralph et al. (1994) found supporting data and also showed that logging 
increases the mobility of LWD and in turn increases stream-bank instability. They also 
found that logging leads to simplification of the stream channel, in part, by changing the 
spatial distribution of the LWD in the channel. This distribution difference is manifested 
in intensely harvested watershed as clumping of LWD into channel margins, the insides 
of bends, and in areas of reduced velocity. This has the effect of dramatically decreasing 
the amount of LWD affecting the channel during periods of low flow (Ralph et al 1994).
In addition to logging, other human uses of rivers have lead to debris removal. 
Safe passage through the waterway is one of these uses. Removal of LWD for this
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reason has varied widely in scale. The United States Army Corp of Engineers (USCOE) 
is charged with maintaining the navigability of our nation’s rivers This duty has often 
entailed removing logs and log-jams for safe passage of large boats. On a smaller scale 
recreational boaters sometimes remove LWD that poses a direct hazard to boaters or 
simply prevents them fi'om safely paddling a particular rapid Often this is manifested as 
the removal of one small tree in a large reach of river, however some popular whitewater 
runs are entirely cleaned" of LWD. In a recent issue of American Whitewater, a project 
was outlined which will “consist of getting all fallen wood and trash out of the creeks 
(American Whitewater staff 1999).” Projects like these on West Virginia’s Laurel and 
Mill Creeks are the exception rather than the rule of how recreational boaters affect 
LWD, and are clearly ill advised.
Mimicking Natural LWD Addition
Large woody debris naturally orients itself at a variety of heights above the 
streambed, at various angles to the flow and to horizontal, and with different degrees of 
stability (Hauer et al 1999). A significant challenge lies in how to mimic natural LWD 
input and distribution as part of restoration projects. Obviously, to assure future natural 
LWD input, a healthy native riparian plant community must be established. How logs are 
to be added to streams lacking natural soueces of LWD is not so obvious Stability of the 
structures is often emphasized as a major goal, yet much natural LWD is not stable 
(Frissell and Nawa 1992, Fausch and Northcote 1992). Most structures are placed below 
the low water-line, yet natural LWD often exists and is effective above this elevation 
(Richmond and Fausch 1995, Ralph et al 1994). Many full spanning structures are placed 
perpendicular to the flow to create pools. Richmond and Fausch (1995) found that 53%
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of natural pool forming LWD is full spanning and 57% is perpendicular to flow. Hauer 
et al (1999) also found that pieces of natural LWD perpendicular to flow and attached to 
one or both banks are associated with pools This research shows that small dams (log 
weirs) are great at forming small lakes (pools), which can increase trout abundance 
(Gowan and Fausch 1996). Hauer et al also showed that LWD is distributed in many 
ways other than attached, perpendicular, in the channel bottom, and full spanning. There 
is also some evidence that log orientation is not critical to pool formation (Hilderbrand et 
al 1998).
Large woody debris naturally creates a mosaic of habitats across many water 
levels in concert with other streambed features. This complexity of features should be 
one of the goals of restoration. Stable plunge pools are likely an important element of 
this goal, but only one element. Some addition of less stable LWD may be important as 
well as log placement above the low water line. This has seldom been done due to the 
legal and economic implications of having logs flowing out of the reach being restored. 
One option now being recommended and tried is the placement of large key pieces of 
wood that will trap additional smaller pieces (Hilderbrand et al 1998, Schmetterling and 
Pierce 1999).
Restoration
Naturally functioning rivers provide services such as recreational opportunities, 
flood absorption, self-sustaining and economically important fisheries, a source of clean 
fresh water, and unquantifiable aesthetic and spiritual values. These services are greatly 
reduced or degraded in improperly functioning river systems. Many rivers in the world, 
especially the developed world, are degraded by humans in some way. Anthropogenic
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stresses such as pollution, overgrazing, drainage and channelization, increased suspended 
sediment, altered sediment deposition patterns, dams, alteration of flow patterns, boat 
traffic, and fishing have a continuing effect on rivers (NRC 1992). Many of these 
stresses will continue due to economic and social demands, however, sometimes these 
stresses are avoidable and can be reduced or stopped In both cases some degree of 
restoration is often possible. Rivers, like organisms, can still function under some degree 
of stress. Like organisms, some types of rivers can deal with certain kinds of stress better 
than others. It benefits people and the whole river ecosystems to remove as much stress 
from rivers as possible and restore what functions we can. For some reaches and whole 
rivers, return to a naturally functioning system is possible. For other rivers some 
functions may be restored, but not all. Both types of rivers are worthy of attention but 
objectives must reflect the potential of the individual river.
Restoration of rivers is inherently problematic because of their unpredictable 
nature, and incredible power. Projects must work with these forces rather than against 
them if they are to succeed. Frissell and Ralph (1992) define restoration in a manner that 
recognizes and utilizes rivers’ ability to create and destroy. They define restoration as 
. the process of returning a river or watershed to a condition that relaxes human 
constraints on the development of natural patterns of diversity. Restoration does not 
create a single, stable state but enables the system to express a range of conditions 
dictated by the biological and physical characteristics of the watershed and its natural 
disturbance regime (Frissell and Ralph 1992).” The National Research Council states the 
following objectives for fluvial restoration projects.
1. Restore the natural sediment transport and flow regime.
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2. Restore the natural channel geometry.
3. Restore the natural riparian plant community.
4 Restore native aquatic plants and animals.
Each objective typically requires the completion of the previous objectives and may be 
achieved by the action of natural processes after the completion of those objectives. 
(NRC 1992). Through respect and knowledge of the power of rivers, it is possible that 
small manipulations and land use changes can be made that result in large positive 
changes in the systems. Other manipulations may slow natural recovery by unnaturally 
limiting a river’s energy or accelerate stream degradation by misdirecting its energy.
Much of the rehabilitation work done on rivers in the western US has been 
described as “stream enhancement” rather than stream restoration, and rightly so. These 
projects have been aimed at either increasing local stream stability, or improving 
economically and ecologically important fisheries through the addition of in-stream 
structures. These emphases likely exist due to the economic importance of fisheries and 
erosion control and because of the focus of the academic disciplines of hydrology and 
fisheries biology. In-stream structures are typically added to streams that have reduced 
amounts of LWD caused by direct removal of instream debris, removal of riparian 
vegetation, and/or watershed management that affects flow regime (Sedell and Luchessa 
1981, Murphy and Koski 1989, Bilby and Ward 1991, Ralph et al 1993). The long term 
recovery of natural processes such as the balance of flow and sediment regimes, large 
woody debris (LWD) input and distribution, maintenance of stream complexity, and food 
chain support are often not included in such project designs. Stream enhancement 
projects can increase fish densities (House and Boehne 1985, Gowan and Fausch 1996),
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but “To the ecologist interested in stream or river restoration, maximizing the ecosystem 
for trout, or any single species, is not the same as restoring the biotic structure and 
function of the stream . . (NRC 1992).” In some severely damaged systems, restoring 
one function such as trout abundance at the expense of other functions may be 
acceptable. The threat to rivers comes from the large-scale application of these structures 
to physically inappropriate reaches or systems with a potential for more comprehensive 
restoration.
In-stream structures are not necessarily incompatible with other restoration 
techniques and objectives and can often aid in the success of objectives other than fish 
production. However, through looking at how some of these projects are designed and at 
what they are intended to mimic, it becomes clear that some changes in how structures 
are installed may help them be more compatible with comprehensive restoration 
objectives.
Consider the following example. Two hundred in-stream structures were placed 
in Elk Creek in Oregon during 1986, 1987, and 1989. This was done to imitate natural 
large woody debris addition and to test the effects on the formation of habitat for coho 
salmon. This project could be considered a success because the desired habitat was 
created and most of the structures persisted for a number of years (Crispin et al 1993). 
However, in many ways this project is representative of the negative aspects of in-stream 
structure addition.
• The logs and boulders used were “obtained from the channel, floodplain, riparian, 
and upslope areas.” Using logs from the channel, floodplain, and riparian areas is
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convenient but reduces potential fiiture natural LWD input and therefore reduces 
the river’s ability to self-regulate.
• Logs and boulders were cabled together and to bedrock. Introduction of long- 
lasting man-made materials like cable provides a serious threat to boaters, 
fisherman, and other river users. It also does not imitate anything natural and 
could be considered litter.
• Many of the full-spanning structures were placed in groups so that “the 
downstream structure backed water to the face of the upstream structure.” It is 
hard to imagine a way of simplifying a stream more than this. Only one habitat 
(pools) exists in these reaches.
• “Many rapid and cascade areas were flooded and converted to dam pools located 
behind full spanning structures.” Rapids and cascades are complex and generally 
stable habitats that often alternate with pools. Creating pools of questionable 
stability on top of stable complex habitats likely reduces complexity.
• An emphasis was placed on stability that does not imitate natural LWD.
Complexity
Large woody debris contributes to the flow and habitat complexity found in 
streams (Fausch and Northcote 1992). It is because of this trait that LWD is intimately 
related to fish abundance and stream stability. Complexity is mentioned as a critical 
factor in many studies but the definition of complexity often varies between these studies. 
Indeed there are many ways of looking at complexity. Mathematical complexity, related 
to chaos theory, may one day offer significant insight into how and why rivers form and
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flow the way that they do. The energy of rivers is balanced with the integrity of the 
stream banks through the creation and maintenance of hydrologie complexity. This 
complexity may be exhibited in the form of sinuosity, channel roughness, or channel 
form. This channel complexity is often described using sinuosity and riffle to pool ratio, 
with amounts of LWD and width to depth ratios also considered. These are important 
variables that capture ways in which a river’s energy is dissipated and controlled The 
riffle to pool ratio has proven a consistently measurable and predictable variable in some 
streams types but alone is not an adequate measure of complexity (Ralph et al 1994). A 
slightly different but related type of stream complexity is habitat complexity. Habitat 
complexity typically refers to the variety of habitats available to aquatic organisms. 
Features such as various types of pools, riffles, glides are commonly noted, as well as 
LWD, undercut banks, shading, and substrate size (Bisson et al 1982, Fausch and 
Northcote 1992, House and Boehne 1985, Trotter 1990). Complexity is sometimes 
looked at longitudinally, and sometimes in cross-section, sometimes fi'om aerial 
photography, and sometimes fi'om measurements taken in the water.
These methods of studying complexity are vital but sometimes overlook a river 
feature that plays an important role in dissipating stream energy, and providing habitat for 
fish (McMahon and Hartman 1989). These features are most typically referred to as 
eddies, or pocket water. These areas of calm water occur downstream of rocks, logs, 
islands, and sometimes along the banks of streams. Eddies often remain or form at very 
high flows as well as low flows. This characteristic makes them very important because 
pools typically ‘Svash out” at high flows, meaning that they no longer offer low velocity 
flows. This tendency was observed by Schmetterling and Pierce (1999) during high
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flows at a stream enhancement project and by the author while kayaking throughout the 
US and Canada. Harvey et al (1999) witnessed this turbulence behind wood in a main 
channel in flood and used radio telemetry to show that fish avoided these areas. Eddies 
also differ markedly from the hydraulics or reversals that are sometimes associated with 
pools. Eddies have uniformly slow velocities at the surface as well as near the 
streambed, whereas reversals have fast turbulent water along the streambed and aerated 
water flowing upstream on the surface (see figure 1 ). The interface between the fast 
downstream current and the slower upstream current is a horizontal plane on reversals 
and a vertical one in eddies. This characteristic makes evident the inqwrtant differences 
between eddies and plunge pools in providing fish réfugia (Figure 3) and channel 
stability.
Figure 1. Example of a reversal (hydraulic/hole).
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Chapter 3
How Well Do Stream Restoration Projects Restore 
Channel and Habitat Complexity
Introduction
Habitat complexity measures are designed to describe the variety of habitats 
available to aquatic organisms. These habitat units are morphological features of the 
stream bed and banks, and include the effects o f vegetation. Several studies have 
analyzed the habitat complexity of streams (Bisson et al 1982, Bilby and Ward 1989, 
Bilby and Ward 1991, Myers and Swanson 1997, Fausch and Northcote 1992, House and 
Boehne 1985, Heifetz et al 1986, McMahon and Hartman 1989, Trotter 1990, Quinn and 
Peterson 1996, Harvey et al 1999). These authors and others have found that habitat 
complexity is critical to fisheries so it is used as an indicator o f stream function and 
health. Habitat diversity is measured by categorizing units o f the stream reach as riflfle, 
cascade, or as one o f several types o f pools. These stream channel habitat types should 
not be confused with vegetative habitat types. Overhead cover is described by measuring 
the lengths of various cover (vegetation, undercut banks, boulders, and wood) that offer 
at least a 15 cm cube of fish habitat. I chose to use these standard methods (Bisson et al 
1982, Fausch and Northcote 1992) to compare three previously simplified stream 
reaches; a naturally recovered stream reach, a mitigated stream reach, and an unrestored 
simplified reach. For this research I assume that more cover and more habitat diversity 
indicate a more complex and better functioning system, using this definition of 
complexity I hypothesize that the naturally recovered reach would be the most complex, 
the simplified reach the least, and the mitigated reach at some intermediate level. The 
goal o f this chapter is to evaluate the restoration project on the mitigated reach and to
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make suggestions for additional management and future restoration projects. Indicators 
o f the recovery of stream function that I used are found in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Indicators of stream recovery.
Indicators
How Stream 
Character 
Changes as Source
width : depth ratio
Stream
Recovers
Decreases Author’s Assumption
riffle : pool ratio Decreases Author’s Assunption
# of habitat types / stream length Increases Author’s Assumption
% of channel that is pools Increases Ralph et al 1994
% of pools that are plunge Increases Bilby and Ward 1991
% of channel with overhead cover Increases Fausch and Northcote 1992
% of channel overhead cover that is Increases Fausch and Northcote 1992
undercut banks Bisson et al 1982
% of channel overhead cover that is Increases
Murphy et al 1986 
Fausch and Northcote 1992
vegetation Bisson et al 1982
% of channel overhead cover that is Increases
Murphy et al 1986 
Faucsh and Northcote 1992
wood
Habitat complexity has been shown to be closely and often positively associated 
with wood abundance (Trotter 1990, Bilby and Ward 1989), and negatively associated 
with logging (Bilby and Ward 1991, Fausch and Northcote 1992). Fisheries research has 
shown that many species o f salmonids prefer complex habitat over simple habitat. Quinn 
and Peterson (1996) found that survival o f juvenile coho salmon was positively correlated 
with reach-scale habitat complexity. Fausch and Northcote (1992) similarly found that 
several measures o f coho abundance were higher in conq>lex stream reaches than in 
simple stream reaches. It has also been found that at times o f high water fish leave 
simple habitats in the open channel and seek complex eddies and ofif-channel habitat 
(Harvey et al 1999, McMahon and Hartman 1989).
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The studies that have specifically looked at overhead cover have found it to be 
positively correlated with local fish use and wood abundance. Fausch and Northcote 
(1992) found that stream reaches that had been cleared of wood had less overhead cover 
and fewer fish than reaches that had not been cleared. Heifetz et al found that several 
species o f salmonids preferred pools with complex cover in them as winter habitat 
(1986). Overhead cover was determined to be highly preferable to coho salmon at high 
flows (McMahon and Hartman 1989).
Methods
Three stream reaches in the Northern Rockies of Northern Montana were selected 
to represent naturally recovered, mitigated, and simplified stream reaches; Spring Creek, 
Lower O’Brien Creek, and Upper O’Brien Creek. Spring Creek flows into Rattlesnake 
Creek about 6 miles upstream of that creek’s confluence with the Clark Fork River. 
O’Brien Creek joins the Bitterroot River several miles upstream of the confluence of the 
Bitterroot and Clark Fork rivers. All three stream reaches were once similarly simplified 
through straightening, removal o f wood, and removal of most woody riparian vegetation. 
Spring Creek has been protected and has been naturally recovering over roughly the past 
90 years. Lower O’Brien Creek was mitigated in 1998 through a restoration project that 
placed wood and rock structures in the channel, regraded the banks, and planted riparian 
vegetation. Upper O’Brien Creek remains simplified and is maintained in that condition 
by the groundskeepers o f an adjacent housing development. A more detailed site 
description can be found in Chapter 1 and additional similarities and differences between 
the three stream reaches can be found in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2. Characteristics of the study reaches.
Characteristic Stream Reach
Spring Lower O’Brien Upper O’Brien
Stream Condition Naturally recovered Mitigated Simplified
Channel Orientation SE E E
Mean Channel Width 1.9 m 2.2 m 2.3 m
Mean Channel Depth 0.06 m 0.10 m 0.10 m
Estimated Stream Discharge 0.20 m/s 0.46 m/s 0.46 m/s
Estimated Channel Slope 6.1 % 2.3 % 2.3 %
Stream Order 1 1 1
Mean Elevation 3,720 ft 3,133 ft 3,178 ft
Dominant Overstory Species Black Black Black
cottonwood cottonwood cottonwood
Typical Substrate Gravel, small Gravel, small Gravel, small
cobble cobble cobble
Recovery Time >50 yrs 3 yrs 0 yrs
Stream features and overhead cover types were measured by first trailing a 30 
meter measuring tape along or in the stream I then walked the length of the tape and 
recorded the location on the tape o f the upstream and downstream end of each stream 
feature. The stream feature categories are: rifiQe, cascade, scour poof dammed pool, and 
plunge pool. Backwater pools were described in Chapter 5 and are not discussed here. 
Backwater pools are better described in cross-section than longitudinally and are in fact 
not pools at all - they are eddies. These stream feature categories and methods were 
adapted fi-om those created and described by Bisson et al (1982). Overhead cover for fish 
was described by measuring the lengths o f several different cover types (undercut bank, 
wood, boulder, and vegetation under 1-meter in height) as was done by Fausch and 
Northcote (1992) and Gowan and Fausch (1996). These methods were generally easy 
and quick to carry out in the field. I recorded data on three to six 30-meter reaches for 
each stream, depending on the number o f habitat units recorded.
The statistical analysis o f these methods was performed using SPSS. The mean 
lengths o f  percent o f stream length categorized as, and fi-equency of occurrence o f each
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overhead cover type and habitat feature were calculated and graphed. Riffle to pool ratio 
was determined by grouping all pool types together and cascades and riffles together, and 
then dividing the total length of riffles by the total length of pools in each reach. 
Differences between stream reaches were tested for statistical significance using the 
Mann-Whitney U test, and the Kruskal-Wallis H test. For the categorical data. Chi- 
square tests were used. Significance was defined by p-values less than or equal to 0.05.
Results
Channel Dimensions
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the mean channel width and depth respectively. It is
apparent fi'om these data that Spring Creek is a slightly smaller stream than O’Brien
Creek. It is also apparent that Lower O’Brien Creek does not differ greatly from Upper
O’Brien Creek in these most basic of channel dimensions.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Mean channel widths and depths of study reaches.
Mean Channel Width
Mean Channel Depthmrnu
Low er O B rten  Upper O'Brien
Stream
Lower O'Brien Upper 0*Bilcr(
The average width to depth ratio of Lower O’Brien Creek was found to be greater 
than it was for upper O’Brien Creek or Spring Creek. Upper O’Brien exhibited a slightly 
greater width to depth ratio than did Spring Creek. These data are displayed in Figure 
3.3.
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Figure 3.3. Channel width to depth ratios of study reaches.
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In-stream Habitat Types
The relationship between riffles and pools were looked at in several ways. The 
two simplest ways involved comparing the frequency of riffles and pools in each creek, 
and the relative percent of stream length that was classified as riffle or pool. These data 
are represented in Figure 3.4. The data show that there are more riffles than pools in the 
sampled reach o f Upper O’Brien Creek and approximately the same amoimt of each in 
the sampled reaches of Lower O’Brien and Spring creeks. Spring Creek has a third more 
riffles and pools per given stream length than does Lower O’Brien Creek. The 
relationship between the total lengths of riffles and pools is roughly consistent across 
streams, however the subtle differences may be significant. The riffle to pool ratios for 
Lower O’Brien, Upper O’Brien, and Spring creeks are 1.4, 2.2, and 1.8 respectively 
(Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4. Riffle and pool structure of study reaches.
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Habitat type and pool type data are much more detailed than rifiQe and pool data 
and revealed some distinct dififerences between the three study reaches (Figure 3.5).
Figure 3.5. Percent of stream length occupied by each in-stream habitat type.
Spring Creek
(naturally recovered)
Lower O'Brien C reek
(mitigated)
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Upper O'Brien Creek
(sim plified)
The most obvious difiference between the in-stream habitat types o f the three 
stream reaches is that Lower O’Brien Creek almost completely lacks cascades which 
make up 15-20% of the other reaches. Lower O’Brien Creek had far less o f its stream 
length made up of scour pools than did the other two reaches and had considerably more 
dammed pools. Pools in Upper O’Brien Creek were primarily scour pools and dammed 
pools, whereas more than 75% of Spring Creek’s pool length was made up of scour and 
plunge pools.
Overhead Cover
Overhead cover (OHC) (Figure 3.6) shows a clear gradient of complexity and 
total cover between the three stream reaches. Roughly 54% of the naturally recovered 
stream (Spring Creek) had some form of OHC, while the simplified stream (Upper 
O’Brien) had OHC on only 10.9% o f its stream-banks. The mitigated Lower O’Brien 
Creek had an intermediate 20.8% overhead coverage.
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Figure 3.6. Percent of overhead cover on each study reach.
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The most striking difference in OHC between streams is the percent o f undercut 
bank. Over 26% of Spring Creek had undercut banks while Upper O’Brien had undercut 
banks on only 4.1% of its length, and Lower O’Brien had no undercut banks. Spring 
Creek also had almost twice as much vegetative OHC as either o f the other reaches and 
considerably more boulder OHC. Upper O’Brien Creek had virtually no wood or 
boulders that acted as OHC.
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Discussion
Channel Dimensions
Spring Creek is a slightly smaller stream than O’Brien Creek. This difference is 
not visually obvious but is a concern when comparing these streams For this reason 
most comparisons are based on frequencies and ratios rather than gross measurements.
Surprisingly, the mitigated reach had a higher width to depth ratio than either the 
simplified or naturally recovered stream. It should be noted that these width to depth 
ratios are based on low flow channel width and water depth rather than bank-full 
measurements. These data are still useful in comparing these streams but are not useful 
for comparisons with other studies.
In-Stream Habitat Types
Frequency data for riffles and pools show that there are a third more riffles and 
pools per stream length in Spring Creek than in Lower O’Brien Creek. At least three 
possible explanations likely play some role. Spring Creek is slightly smaller than 
O’Brien so it could be expected that the number of features per given length of O’Brien 
Creek would be proportionally greater. Spring Creek is also slightly steeper which would 
likely result in a tighter grouping of cascades or riffles, and pools. Finally, Spring Creek 
has evolved a more complex and variable streambed than the one constructed at O’Brien 
Creek.
The habitat data revealed that considerably less of Lower O’Brien Creek is made 
up o f cascades than is true of Spring Creek or Upper O’Brien Creek. These data could be 
a reflection of the slightly greater slope of Spring Creek. More detailed measurement of
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slope would be necessary to isolate this effect. These data may also reflect that the slope 
of Lower O’Brien Creek is primarily controlled with vertical plunges over rocks or logs, 
whereas in the naturally recovered Spring Creek, the water tumbles over less symmetrical 
and longer drops made up of jumbled rocks or multiple small logs. The cascades of 
Spring Creek appeared to be more stable and complex than those of Upper O’Brien 
Creek. These naturally occurring features may have been excluded fi'om Lower O’Brien 
Creek because they are difficult to reproduce, or because they were not deemed as 
important to fish as plunge pools. The focus on constructing riffles and pools in stream 
restoration projects clearly leaves out some other naturally occurring features such as 
cascades.
The large amounts o f plunge and scour pools in Spring Creek indicate a system 
that is creating pools downstream of obstructions. Indeed there were few pools upstream 
of obstructions in Spring Creek. These areas were filled with gravel and were described 
as riffles. Apparently, the streambed is quickly aggrading. Many obstructions causing 
this phenomenon were fine woody debris (less than 1 m in length or 10 cm diameter) and 
large woody debris (greater than 1 m in length and 10 cm in diameter) accumulations that 
were 0.1 to 0.3 m in height. In contrast, most pool habitat in Lower O’Brien Creek was 
formed upstream of obstructions. The prevalence of dammed pools appears to be a result 
o f deepening the streambed upstream of the log and rock weirs with machinery during the 
restoration process. This certainly appeared unnatural and was made possible by the 
gradient controls imposed using very large logs. It seems likely that O’Brien Creek will 
fill in these very low slope areas with gravel in the coming years and create very shallow 
fiat riffles. Upper O’Brien has a mixture o f the conditions of the other two reaches. The
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most notable difference is that it has fewer plunge pools than either o f the other two 
reaches, indicating that mitigation did move Lower O’Brien Creek towards a more 
natural condition with respect to plunge pools but further from a natural condition with 
respect to scour pools.
Fausch and Northcote (1992) found that 57 % of total pool volume in a simplified 
reach (wood removed, narrow secondary forest buffer) of a small stream near Vancouver 
BC was made up of scour pools and 37 % was made up of plunge pools. Ninety six 
percent of pool volume was made up of scour pools in their more natural reference reach. 
Bilby and Ward (1991) found the opposite to be true in a much larger study. They found 
that plunge pool numbers decreased and scour pool numbers increased with increased 
levels of disturbance associated with logging. These latter findings are consistent with 
my study. Their data for small unimpaired streams also show a distribution of pool types 
very similar to those found at Spring Creek, indicating that natural recovery successfully 
restored these features.
Overhead Cover
The overhead cover (OHC) data clearly shows that Spring Creek offers ample 
and diverse OHC and neither reach of O’Brien Creek does. Spring Creek would have 
nearly 100% coverage if high shrubs had been considered OHC whereas both reaches of 
O’Brien Creek completely lacked this layer o f vegetation.
Upper O’Brien Creek apparently lacks wood because o f direct removal and 
limited input. Its lack o f undercut banks is Ukely due to the loss of riparian vegetation 
possessing a deep binding root mass. The mowed grass banks that are maintained on 
parts of Upper O’Brien Creek’s are conducive to slufihng and shearing rather than
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undercutting. The regular mowing of the banks also explains the lack of vegetative OHC 
on Upper O’Brien Creek The lack o f boulder OHC on Upper O’Brien Creek may simply 
indicate a slightly smaller substrate size than is found in Spring Creek.
The OHC data shows some strong and weak aspects o f the restoration project 
undertaken on Lower O’Brien Creek. Overhead cover was created using logs and 
boulders that amounted to slightly more than half of what was found in Spring Creek and 
much more than was found in Upper O’Brien. This certainly represents an improvement 
in fish habitat and a progression towards a more natural amount of OHC. Vegetative 
OHC was very similar between the two reaches of O’Brien Creek, which was roughly 
half o f the amount found in Spring Creek. The lack o f vegetative cover on Lower 
O’Brien Creek was addressed during restoration by planting 341 native shrubs and trees, 
80% of which died within the first year and a half (Glaser 2000). Poor planting 
techniques and competition from exotics were the likely cause of the mortality (Glaser 
2000). Lower O’Brien completely lacked undercut banks that were more prevalent on 
the Upper reach and much more common on Spring Creek. The absence of undercut 
banks on Lower O’Brien Creek is hkely due to the regrading o f the channel that was done 
as part o f the restoration process. A healthy riparian buffer will have to be estabhshed 
and time will have to pass for undercut banks to form on Lower O’Brien Creek.
The methods used in this study were the same as those used by Fausch and 
Northcote (1992) except that they did not include vegetation in their classification of 
overhead cover. They found that their simplified (wood removed, young forest buffer), 
complex (wood not removed, young forest buffer), and naturally recovered (not logged or 
heavily altered for 50 years) sites had 3.1%, 19.5%, and 26.3% total overhead cover
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respectively. Excluding the vegetation data from my study, I found that Upper O’Brien, 
Lower O’Brien, and Spring Creek had 4.6 %, 14%, and 43% total overhead cover 
respectively. There is good agreement in OHC differences between the three treatments 
in these two studies. Spring Creek, however, had much more overhead cover than the 
relatively undisturbed site of Fausch and Northcote’s (1992). These data seem to suggest 
that overhead cover may not only be an inqwrtant variable to measure to describe fish 
habitat but also to describe stream evolution and degradation.
Summary
The following table (3.3) summarizes the relative fimctionality o f the three stream 
reaches based on the assumptions stated in the introduction of this chapter.
What is obvious from this table is that Spring Creek most often showed characteristics 
associated with a more recovered system and Upper O’Brien Creek showed this least 
often. As predicted, the mitigated Lower O’Brien Creek is intermediate in these 
characteristics.
Table 3.3. Ranking stream reaches based on indicators of natural recovery.
Indicators ^  Increasing Level of Recovery
width : depth ratio (low flow) S U L
riffle : pool ratio L S U
# of habitat types / stream length S L U
% of channel that is pools L S U
% of pools that are plunge S L u
% of channel with overhead cover S L u
% of channel overhead cover that is undercut s U L
banks
% of channel overhead cover that is vegetation s L u
% of channel overhead cover that is wood s L u
S  = Spring Creek, L  = Lower 0  ’Brien Creek, U  = Upper 0  Brien Creek
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Conclusions
The results o f this study are consistent with the findings of other studies that used 
similar methods. It shows not only the level of success of the restoration of habitat 
complexity on Lower O’Brien Creek but also illuminates the specific strong and weak 
aspects of the project. The single most important result o f the overhead cover data is that 
Lower O’Brien needs riparian vegetation in order to provide direct cover and to support 
and build undercut banks. If this can be accomplished, the overhead cover on Lower 
O’Brien Creek could resemble that on Spring Creek.
Upper O’Brien Creek needs considerable restoration work, specifically the 
encouragement o f riparian vegetation, and the addition of some wood. In order to exhibit 
more natural habitat complexity. Upper O’Brien would have to have more plunge pools, 
and Lower O’Brien would need more scour pools and fewer dammed pools. The value of 
these methods to analyze the success of restoration projects and to determine additional 
management needs is apparent.
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Chapter 4
How Well Do Restoration Projects Restore 
Wood to Streams.
Introduction
Rivers are reflections of their watersheds in many ways, including the wood 
found in their channels and riparian areas. This wood is one part of riverine ecosystems, 
which are continuously balancing physical forces and supporting a biological community. 
Wood affects these physical and biological processes to varying degrees in different types 
of streams.
Rivers exist in a constant state o f change. Bedrock channels change very slowly 
while silt and sand chaimels change rapidly. The smaller the river’s inorganic substrate, 
the greater the role o f the biological world in making a dynamic system more stable. 
Beavers dam small meadow streams. Aquatic invertebrates aggregate bed gravel. 
Riparian vegetation binds stream banks together with deep binding root masses, and 
occasionally with downed trees. Wood that enters the stream provides a small source of 
nutrients to the system (Keller and Swanson 1979), decreases stream velocities (Trotter 
1990), creates geomorphological stream features (Ralph et al 1994, Bilby and Ward 
1991, Fausch and Northcote 1992), and offers desirable habitat to fish (Tschaplinski and 
Hartman 1983, McMahon and Hartman 1989, Harvey et al 1999).
Wood enters streams gradually by windthrow (Lienkaemper and Swanson 1987), 
bank undercutting (Murphi and Koski 1989), and episodically through avalanches and 
land slides (Bilby and Ward 1989). It leaves streams primarily through physical 
fragmentation, microbial decay, and consumption by invertebrates (Keller and Swanson 
1979). While in the stream, wood will likely be arranged in a mosaic o f positions and
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offer a variety of functions (Ralph et al 1994, Hauer et al 1999). Parts of this mosaic will 
benefit some life stage of some species of fish and will not benefit others. This is the 
ecological poetry of the mosaic.
I designed and chose methods of studying wood that I hoped would describe the 
wide array o f size, position, and amounts o f wood present in the study reaches. As I have 
done in previous chapters, I will use the terms “wood”, “wood piece”, and “log” 
interchangeably to refer to what many scientists call “large woody debris.” For the 
purposes o f this study, “wood” is defined as any tree or part o f a tree that has fallen into 
or above the stream channel (defined by bank-full flow) that is at least one meter in 
length and 10 centimeters in average diameter. This is the definition used by Hauer et al, 
and others (Hauer et al 1999, Andrus et al. 1988, Fausch and Northcote 1992, Richmond 
and Fausch 1995). The goal o f this chapter and this part of my project was to describe the 
similarities and differences of wood found in Spring Creek (a naturally recovered reach). 
Lower O’Brien Creek (a mitigated reach), and Upper O’Brien Creek (a simplified reach). 
Many results described in this chapter show clear differences in the complexity of wood 
in naturally recovered, simplified, and mitigated streams.
The size and position data describing the streams’ wood were analyzed in several 
ways. The data were directly compared to determine differences between the stream 
reaches. Differences in the complexity o f wood size and position in the three stream 
reaches were determined by comparing the spread and variation in the data. I 
hypothesized that each reach’s wood would differ in size and position. I also predicted 
that based on the continuum of recovery predicted by Table 4.1 - Spring Creek would 
exhibit the most recovered characteristics. Upper O’Brien Creek the least, and Lower
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O’Brien intermediate. The applied goal o f this research is to illustrate the differences 
between a naturally recovered stream’s wood characteristics and those o f a mitigated 
stream.
Table 4.1. Indicators of stream recovery.
How Stream
Indicators Character 
Changes as 
Stream Recovers
Source
# of wood pieces /100 m Increases Fausch and Northcote 1992
volume o f wood /100 m Increases Fausch and Northcote 1992
# o f debris accumulations /100 m Increases Authors Assumption
mean diameter o f wood pieces Increases Ralph et al 1994 
Hauer et al 1999
distribution o f wood piece diameters Negative Richmond and Fausch 1995
relationship with Hauer et al 1999
log abundance
distribution of wood piece lengths Negative Richmond and Fausch 1995
relationship with Hauer et al 1999
log abimdance Fausch and Northcote 1992
minimiun height o f wood pieces Decreases Authors Assumption
diversity o f heights o f wood pieces Increases Authors Assunq)tion
% o f wood pieces not in channel Decreases Ralph et al 1994
% of wood pieces parallel to flow Decreases Hauer et al 1999
Methods
The three stream reaches chosen to represent the naturally recovered, mitigated, 
and simplified stream reach were Spring Creek, Lower O’Brien Creek, and Upper 
O’Brien Creek respectively. Spring Creek flows into Rattlesnake Creek about 6 miles 
upstream of that creek’s confluence with the Clark Fork River. O’Brien Creek joins the 
Bitterroot River several miles upstream o f the confluence of the Bitterroot and Clark Fork 
rivers. All three stream reaches were once similarly simplified through straightening, 
removal o f wood, and removal o f most woody riparian vegetation. Spring Creek has 
been protected and has naturally recovered over roughly the past 90 years. Lower
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O’Brien Creek was mitigated in 1998 through a restoration project that placed wood and 
rock structures in the channel, regraded the banks, and planted riparian vegetation. Upper 
O’Brien Creek remains simplified and is maintained in that condition by the 
groundskeepers o f an adjacent housing development. A more detailed site description 
can be found in Chapter 1 and additional similarities and differences between the three 
stream reaches can be found in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Characteristics of the study reaches»
Characteristic Stream Reach
Spring Lower O’Brien Upper O’Brien
Stream Condition Naturally recovered Mitigated Sinq)lified
Channel Orientation SE E E
Mean Channel Width 1.9 m 2.2 m 2.3 m
Mean Channel Depth 0.06 m 0.10 m 0.10 m
Estimated Stream Discharge 0.20 m/s 0.46 m/s 0.46 m/s
Estimated Channel Slope 6.1 % 2.3 % 2.3 %
Stream Order 1 1 1
Mean Elevation 3,720 ft 3,133 ft 3,178 ft
Dominant Overstory Species Black Black Black
cottonwood cottonwood cottonwood
Typical Substrate Gravel, small Gravel, small Gravel, small
cobble cobble cobble
Recovery Time >50yrs 3 yrs 0 yrs
Methods similar to those developed by Gangemi and published in Hauer et al 
(1999) and those used by Ralph et al (1994) were used to describe the physical attributes 
o f each piece o f naturally occurring wood and human placed wood. The diameter at both 
ends, and the length of each piece o f wood was measured. The orientation of each piece 
was determined using a conq>ass, as were the bank and thalweg orientations at the site of 
each log. The position was described using one o f the three categories used by Hauer et 
al (1999). These categories are: (1) not touching either bank (mid-channel), (2) touching
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either the left or right bank (as defined by bank-full flow), or (3) touching both banks. 
Interaction categories were noted following Ralph et al’s height categories (1994). The 
three possible interaction categories are: (1) partially interacts with low flow, (2) entire 
wood piece interacts with low flow, and (3) entirely out o f low flow. The height above 
the surface o f the water or depth below the surface of the water was noted for both ends 
of each piece o f wood. Wood pieces found in O’Brien and Spring creeks were counted to 
determine abundance of wood in those reaches. Finally, I indicated whether or not each 
piece was part of a debris accumulation.
The data were analyzed using SPSS. Basic descriptive statistics such as means 
and frequency distributions were run, as well as tests o f significant différences between 
streams. I considered the data to be non-parametric and unrelated, so the significance 
tests I chose were the Mann-Whitney U test, and the Kruskal-Wallis H test. For the 
categorical data, I used Chi-square tests. I defined significance as p-values of less than 
0.05. The volume of the logs was calculated using the formula published by 
Leinkaemper and Swanson (1987).
Results
Abundance of Wood
Table 4 .3 shows that Spring Creek has almost twice as many pieces of wood in a 
given stream length as Lower O’Brien Creek, which has almost twice as many wood 
pieces as Upper O’Brien. Lower O’Brien, however, has a far greater volume of wood per 
stream length than either of the other two reaches. Spring Creek also has many more 
debris accumulations than do either o f the other two reaches. Upper O’Brien has the 
greatest volume of debris accumulations.
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Table 4.3. Various measures of wood and debris accumulation abundance
Stream Reach Wood Pieces Debris Accumulations
Number/100m Volume/100m Number/100m Volume/lOOm
(m^) (m^)
Spring 41.7 1.0 10 0.47
Lower O’Brien 22 5.1 0 0
Upper O’Brien 11.3 0.8 2 1.47
Diameter of Wood Pieces
The logs used in the restoration of Lower O’Brien Creek were significantly 
greater in diameter than natural logs foimd in Spring Creek. In fact, the mean diameter of 
wood pieces in Lower O’Brien Creek is more than twice that o f logs in Spring Creek 
(Figure 4.1). All three streams differed significantly in wood piece diameter (Table 4.4).
Figure 4.1. Mean diameter of wood pieces in each stream.
L o w e r  O 'B rie n  Upper O 'Brien
Stream
Table 4.4. Mann-Whitney significance tests for wood piece diameter, 
(bold type represents greater diameter.)
Streams Being Compared P-Value (* = Significant)
Lower O’Brien 
Lower O’Brien 
Upper O’Brien
Uiçwr O’Brien 
Spring 
Spring
0 .000*
0 .000*
0 .022*
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Log size distributions (Figure 4.2) were compared to better interpret the 
differences between diameters of logs in a more natural stream and those placed in a 
restored stream. It is important to note that the histograms underestimate the amount of 
small wood because only logs with at least one end measuring at least 10 cm were 
recorded. Some logs with an average diameter o f less than 10 cm are included because 
one end was greater than 10 cm. The majority o f logs in Lower O’Brien Creek are as big 
or bigger than the largest log found in both o f the two other reaches. If smaller logs had 
been recorded, it appears likely that Upper O’Brien and Spring Creeks would have a 
negative relationship between size and abundance. However, Lower O’Brien Creek’s 
data would likely still appear normally distributed.
Figure 4.2. Diameters of wood pieces in O’Brien and Spring Creeks.
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Length of Wood Pieces
The lengths o f the wood pieces found in all three stream reaches were analyzed 
similarly to the diameters and showed similar trends. Mann-Whitney U tests showed no 
statistical diflference between the mean lengths o f the logs in the three streams.
Figure 4.3. Bar graph showing the mean lengths of wood pieces for each stream.
L o w ttr  O 'D rin n  Upper O^Brien
Length histograms were also graphed for O’Brien and Spring creeks and can be 
found in Figure 4.4. Similarly to the diameter data set, there appears to be a negative 
relationship between length and abundance of natural wood pieces, especially in Spring 
Creek. However, the wood pieces used in the mitigated reach are fairly uniformly 
distributed between 100 and 600 cm. If  shorter logs were measured, these relationships 
might be clearer.
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Figure 4.4. Length of wood pieces in O’Brien and Spring Creeks. 
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Height and Position of Wood Pieces
Each log’s maximum and minimum height relative to the water level at low flow 
was recorded, and the average height of each log was calculated fi'om those two figures. 
These data were summarized in Figure 4.5, which shows that log height in Lower 
O’Brien Creek is lower and less variable than the log height in Upper O’Brien Creek. 
Spring Creek has intermediate log height variability. It is ecologically importait for logs 
to interact with the low water channel and also to have enough variability in height that 
they will affect flows at higher discharges. A log population with variable heights can be 
assumed to create a mosaic of habitats and flow conditions at a variety o f water levels.
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Figure 4.5. Mean maximum, minimum, and average height of wood pieces in all
three stream reaches.
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Stream
The only significant differences in log height are between Upper and Lower 
O’Brien Creek (Table 4.5). Upper O’Brien’s logs are o f greater average and maximum 
heights. It is likely that one-tailed significance tests would reveal additional significant 
differences.
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Table 4.5. Significance tests for wood piece height. 
(bold streams indicate those with greater height)
Streams Being Compared P-Value
Lower O’Brien
Mean Average Height 
Upper O’Brien 0.007*
Lower O’Brien Spring 0.139
Upper O’Brien Spring 0.090
Lower O’Brien
Mean Maximum Height 
Upper O’Brien 0.004*
Lower O’Brien Spring 0.063
Upper O’Brien Spring 0.073
Lower O’Brien
Mean Minimum Height 
Upper O’Brien 0.145
Lower O’Brien Spring 0.940
Upper O’Brien Spring 0.089
Figure 4.6 summarizes each stream’s log height data and also describes how the 
logs interact with the stream. None of the stream reaches exhibited logs that were fully in 
the low flow channel. The stream with the longest recovery time had the most logs 
partially interacting with the low flow channel while the simplifled stream reach had the 
greatest percent o f logs completely out o f the low flow channel.
Figure 4.6. Interaction of logs with stream reaches.
L o w n r O S r i e n  U pper O'B rien
stream
Another approach to describing the position of wood pieces can be found in 
Figure 4.7. These data show that Spring Creek has a greater percentage of spanning
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wood pieces than does Lower O’Brien, which has a greater percentage than Upper 
O’Brien Creek. It also shows that Upper O’Brien is the only stream reach sampled with 
mid-stream logs not touching either bank.
Figure 4.7. Wood piece position in each stream reach.
Posttion
L o w e r  O 'B rie n  Upper O'Brien
Orientation of Wood Pieces
Wood piece orientation was looked at slightly differently in this study than in 
others. Rather than grouping logs as perpendicular, parallel, or angled relative to the 
stream-banks, the precise orientation o f each log was plotted on a scatter plot with a 
constant distance from the xy-intercept. These scatter plots can be found in Figure 4.8. 
The positive y-axis on the scatter plots in Figure 4.8 points downstream. In these plots, 
data points near the y-axis represent logs that are nearly parallel to the stream-banks and 
data points near the x-axis represent logs nearly perpendicular to the stream-banks.
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Figure 4.8. Orientations of wood pieces.
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*  riQhtbank 
B nerther bank
The plots in figure 4.8 show that Lower O’Brien’s 33 logs have an almost 
uniform distribution o f orientations and that Upper O’Brien’s 17 logs are primarily 
parallel to the banks. The plot o f Spring Creek’s 21 logs shows that there were more logs 
on the left bank than on the right but that the logs’ orientations were otherwise uniformly 
distributed.
Discussion
Abundance of Wood
Lower O’Brien was restored using a relatively small number o f much larger logs 
than are found in Spring Creek. Five times the volume o f wood was placed in Lower
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O’Brien Creek than was found in Spring Creek. This suggests a major difference in how 
streams naturally regain complexity and how they are restored Perhaps it would take a 
stream several hundred years to naturally recover the volume and size of wood that was 
built into Lower O’Brien Creek, and Spring Creek has had only a fraction o f that time to 
naturally recover The restoration plan for Lower O’Brien Creek could be thought of as 
the restoration of a “climax” community (large wood was added that is generally 
associated with a mature riparian forest), while Spring Creek is still in some earUer serai 
stage of secondary succession (with small wood generally associated with a young 
riparian forest). This serai stage has high channel complexity and streambed aggradation 
(Chapter 3) that is naturally correcting the historical deepening and down-cutting o f the 
channel. In this way, the serai stage may be just as ecologically important to the stream 
as the invasion of r-selected nitrogen fixers into a upland site with a great deal of soil 
depletion. Through streambed aggradation, the impacts of channel deepening are being 
naturally corrected. In might even be necessary for the long term self sustaining recovery 
of the stream. It may be that the large wood pieces placed in Lower O’Brien Creek will 
eventually collect a complex population o f smaller wood, but they may not have been 
strategically placed with that in mind.
The relative recovery (Table 4.1) analysis yields mixed results when applied to 
the abundance and volume data. Upper O’Brien is the least recovered stream in terms of 
the number of wood pieces and volume of wood. This is not surprising given the direct 
removal of wood from Upper O’Brien Creek. Spring Creek is the most recovered in 
terms of wood abundance while Lower O’Brien is most recovered in terms of wood 
volume. The greater abundance of wood pieces in Spring Creek may account for the
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greater density of habitat types on that stream (Chapter 3). The wood in both of these 
streams creates habitat complexity but with different pathways (abundance verses 
volume) and with different outcomes. The reliance on relatively few large anchored 
pieces of wood to speed the recovery of a stream may create a “restoration addicted 
system” that will need regular maintenance More, and smaller wood could move more 
and affect the stream channel less radically
There were no debris accumulations in Lower O’Brien Creek. Many were found 
in Spring Creek, and fewer in Upper O’Brien Creek. The debris accumulations in Spring 
Creek were often full spanning and pool forming. The debris accumulations found in 
Upper O’Brien Creek affected flows to a much lesser extent and were not full spanning.
In this regard. Spring Creek is the most recovered and Lower O’Brien Creek the least.
In order to restore a complex wood regime to a small stream, it seems advisable to add 
debris accumulations or small wood pieces that are likely to form them. I contend that 
debris catchers placed in Lower O’Brien Creek would restore the natural wood regime to 
a greater extent. Some restoration practitioners weave willow whips into two and three- 
dimensional structures that act as debris accumulations. Small versions of these creations 
might better mimic the debris accumulations found in Spring Creek.
Diameter of Wood Pieces
The wood pieces added to Lower O’Brien Creek were large in diameter compared 
to the wood pieces found in Spring Creek. Lower O’Brien appears to be the most 
recovered stream with regard to wood piece diameter and Spring Creek the least. Upper 
O’Brien Creek exhibits intermediate size and diameter variability. The reason for the 
small size of the wood in Spring Creek could be that historic land use removed the large
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cottonwoods from the riparian area. It could also be a natural condition for such a small 
creek with an incised channel. The reason for the much larger size o f wood in Lower 
O’Brien is more obvious. As stated by Peter Bisson at a wood conference in Oregon last 
fall, “Anyone can put a large log into a small creek, and get it to work.” Stability is the 
reason given for taking large diameter logs and burying them in the stream-banks. The 
histogram of Spring Creek in figure 4.2 shows a relationship between diameter and 
abundance of logs similar to that observed in undisturbed streams by Hauer et al (1999). 
This relationship describes a mosaic of sizes with small logs more common than large 
ones. This suggests that the wood population in Spring Creek is more natural than that in 
Lower O’Brien Creek. The logs used in Lower O’Brien Creek do not mimic this natural 
pattern, and the channel design does not encourage the collection of small natural wood 
pieces moving down from upstream.
The differences in wood piece diameter between the stream reaches may be the 
most striking difference in the wood population. It is clear from the results of Chapter 3 
that in many ways Spring Creek is more recovered than Lower O’Brien Creek and 
certainly both are more recovered than Upper O’Brien Creek. The large diameter wood 
pieces in Lower O’Brien Creek create fewer and larger pools than the relatively small 
wood in Spring Creek. In this way small wood leads to a more complex stream channel 
that is functionally different, but not necessarily more or less recovered. The stream bed 
in Spring Creek was observed to be actively agrading due to small wood, and had 
complex cascades, pools, and other features. It was also found that small wood created a 
greater percentage of plunge pools in Spring Creek than large wood did in Lower 
O’Brien Creek. Many of these highly functional wood pieces that were observed did not
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meet the minimum size requirements of wood for this study. For this reason I 
recommend that all functional and potentially functional wood be measured in small 
streams in studies of this type.
Spring Creek is probably less hydrologically flashy than O’Brien Creek and 
certainly has more complex banks that are more likely to trap wood (see Chapters 3 and 
5). These characteristics may make small wood hmction better there than it would in 
Lower O’Brien Creek. However, Spring Creek is steeper and therefore likely has more 
potential stream power to move small wood out of the system, and yet small wood 
remains as stable features in that reach. There are so many drawbacks to using large 
wood that it seems the benefits o f using small diameter wood pieces for the restoration of 
small streams may far outweigh the drawbacks. Much has been written about the 
benefits of using large wood, such as its relative stability, slower decomposition, and 
greater tendency to form pools. The following is just a fi'action o f the benefits that the 
use of small wood may have over the use of large wood.
•  Small wood does not require large machinery that costs a great deal and 
often negatively impacts the site through soil compaction and vegetation removal.
•  Small wood does not leave the mark of humans on the stream channel for 
nearly as long, as it is more dynamic.
•  Small wood is cheaper, easier to find and transport, and does not require 
the harvesting of large riparian trees.
•  Small wood does not require the ballast and burial that large wood does.
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•  The addition of small wood mimics the earliest contributions of wood 
from a recovering stream channel as suggested by this study and Beechie and 
Sibley (1997), and offers valuable fish habitat (Culp et al 1996).
•  Small wood does not direct flows as dramatically as large wood and 
therefore may cause less bank erosion in newly altered or fragile stream banks.
•  Small wood does not pose as severe a threat to property and bridges as 
large wood.
•  Small wood in small streams acts just like larger wood in larger streams 
and is correlated with channel complexity and recovery (Chapter 3).
•  Small wood can more easily be added to a site slowly over a period of 
time to mimic natural input, whereas large wood is typically added all at once due 
to high cost of equipment.
Length of Wood Pieces
The logs in these stream reaches were fairly short for individually different 
reasons. Logs in Lower O’Brien Creek were cut short so that they would fit across the 
stream channel. Longer logs were likely cut out of Upper O’Brien Creek by the grounds­
keepers of the adjacent housing development, whereas shorter logs were left on the 
stream banks and sometimes in the stream. Most of the wood in Spring Creek came from 
dead trees that had fallen into or across the incised channel and broken into pieces on 
impact. There was little active bank erosion in Spring Creek’s channel, so most of the 
wood was the result of dead trees being blown or simply falling over.
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The histogram of Spring Creek’s log length data shows the famiUar natural 
pattern o f wood abundance negatively related to size (Hauer et al 1999 and others). The 
artificially placed wood in Lower O’Brien Creek is uniformly distributed up to 500 cm.
As was the case with the diameter data, the length data seems to indicate that the wood 
population in Lower O’Brien Creek may be more complex but less similar to natural size 
distribution when compared to Spring Creek. These data and the rest o f the size data 
show that the natural size distribution of wood is not being considered in stream 
restoration. Optimistically, it could be assumed that what this and other stream 
restoration projects are doing is putting in the large pieces and allowing natural 
recruitment of more available smaller pieces. The counter question that must be asked is 
whether or not these streams have the capacity to trap natural wood. In other words, are 
the stream banks complex enough to trap wood, and does the stream still have local areas 
that need wood.
Height and Position of Wood Pieces
The height and position data indirectly describe the function of the logs present in 
these streams. It should be noted that all o f the wood in Lower O’Brien Creek, and much 
of the wood in Upper O’Brien Creek was positioned by people. Because of this, it is not 
possible to use these data to describe how simplified streams naturally position wood as 
they recover. It is, however, possible to describe how the wood population is functioning 
in each of these creeks.
Spring Creek has the lowest logs and Upper O’Brien has the highest with regards 
to the minimum height measurements, indicating that Spring Creek is the more potentially 
interactive with low flows. Lower O’Brien Creek’s wood is similar to Spring Creek’s,
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although not quite as interactive. The diversity of log heights was determined using figure 
4.5. What is clear from this figure is that logs in Upper O’Brien Creek have the greatest 
diversity of heights, and logs in Lower O’Brien have the least.
While Upper O’Brien Creek has the greatest diversity o f heights relative to the 
channel, a greater percentage of the logs in Upper O’Brien Creek were not interacting with 
the low flow channel (Figure 4.6), were not contacting both banks (Figure 4.7), and were 
roughly parallel to flow (Figure 4.8) than in the other two reaches. All of these points 
suggest that the log population in Upper O’Brien Creek was the least functional 
(interactive) of the three stream reaches. These points also likely negate the positive 
eflFects of the greater height diversity found within this population. Spring Creek’s log 
population exhibited an intermediate diversity of heights and is the most interactive reach 
with regards to Figures 4.6,4.7, and 4.8. Therefore, it seems evident that the log 
population o f Spring Creek is the most ineractve with regards to height and position. The 
logs in Lower O’Brien were placed too low and with too little variability in height to 
interact as well as the logs in Spring Creek across a wide range of flows. The logs in 
Spring Creek also have the added ability to float which can allow them to interact with the 
fastest currents and reorganize into accumulations. The positions of anchored logs in 
Lower O’Brien Creek are literally “etched in stone” (more stable), but less able to “rise to 
the occasion” (float) o f high water.
Orientation of Wood Pieces
The orientation data for Lower O’Brien Creek was surprisingly uniform and 
diverse. This could indicate that the logs placed into Lower O’Brien Creek were done so
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in a complex way that mimics naturally distributed wood. Many of these logs, however, 
were placed in conjunction with other logs to act as v-wiers. These types of patterns 
were never found in the more natural stream. The measurements used here did not 
capture the differences in these patterns as expected. An additional method that would 
better delineate this effect would be to record the orientations of log structures and 
groupings of natural logs rather than the orientations o f the individual logs making up 
these structures. The Spring Creek data, although skewed to one bank, shows a diverse 
and uniform pattern similar to that o f Lower O’Brien Creek. The Upper O’Brien data 
(Figure 8) shows that the logs tend to be parallel to the stream banks. At first glance this 
seems to be the pattern found by other researchers explained by high flows washing 
unstable wood into that orientation. The explanation at Upper O’Brien Creek, however, 
seemed to be that the logs were tossed on the stream bank at those orientations by people. 
This is evident because o f the logs were partially above the high water channel and were 
not in contact with anything that would have impeded their movement. The parallel 
orientations of many of the logs in Upper O’Brien Creek represent low interaction.
Several very long logs with large diameters were embedded in the stream-bank of Lower 
O’Brien Creek parallel to the channel. The intended function o f these logs is clear, they 
are glorified rip-rap. They are, however, unlike rip-rap because they offer little resistance 
to flow, are straight, and will probably affect the stream for longer. At high flows they 
will provide fish some overhead cover above high velocity laminar flow.
Summary
The wood data showed the expected trend of Spring Creek having the most 
recovered and functional log population. Upper O’Brien having the least recovered, and
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Lower O’Brien Creek having an intermediate level of recovery. Lower O’Brien Creek 
had the most recovered and functional population with regards to wood volume, wood 
piece diameter, and the minimum heights o f logs. Lower O’Brien Creek lacked debris 
accumulations, and its wood pieces lacked natural size distributions and variability in 
height. Wood pieces in Spring Creek were smaller and more abundant than in the other 
two reaches.
Table 6. Ranking of stream reaches based on indicators of natural recovery.
Indicators 4» Increasing Level of Recovery ^
# of wood pieces /100 m 
volume of wood /100  m
# o f debris accumulations /100 m 
mean diameter o f wood pieces 
distribution o f wood piece diameters 
distribution o f wood piece lengths 
minimum height o f wood pieces 
diversity o f heights o f wood pieces 
% o f wood pieces not in channel 
% o f wood pieces parallel to flow
S  = Spring Creek, L = Lower O ’Brien Creek, U = Upper O ’Brien Creek 
* indicates a statistically significant différence, not all indicators were tested for 
_________________________________ significance.________________________________
Conclusions
This study showed that wood was used to mitigate Lower O’Brien Creek in a very 
different way than wood aided in the natural recovery o f Spring Creek. Logs used in 
restoration were generally much larger and the sizes were distributed differently than 
naturally recruited wood. The number of wood pieces used in restoration was much 
smaller than the naturally occurring number however the volume of wood used was much 
greater. The distributions o f orientations o f wood were similar between Lower O’Brien 
and Spring Creek. At this time it appears that the wood population in Lower O’Brien
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Creek is more similar to a naturally recovered stream than it was previous to mitigation 
efforts. However, the Spring Creek data from this and the previous Chapter suggest that 
better, more natural results may have been achievable using smaller wood. The use of 
smaller wood could provide a financially, technically, and ecologically preferable option 
to using large wood in small streams such as these. This study also confirmed the 
expected results that Upper O’Brien Creek has the least natural and recovered wood 
population of the three reaches. It is the recommendation of this study that the wood that 
has been removed to the banks of Upper O’Brien Creek be returned to the channel. The 
most critical step in the recovery o f the wood in both reaches of O’Brien Creek is the 
establishment o f a healthy riparian area that will provide future wood inputs and aide the 
banks in retaining any wood that is present. After riparian vegetation is established, the 
addition o f small wood to Upper O’Brien Creek and some larger wood would likely help 
all of O’Brien Creek function more naturally.
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Chapter 5
How Well Do Stream Restoration Projects Restore 
Flow Complexity
Introduction
This chapter attempts to describe the variety o f velocities and directions of flow 
that are exhibited in streams. The goal was to compare the occurrence and characteristics 
of several different flow attributes o f three previously simplified streams, one naturally 
recovered stream, one still simplified stream, and one stream that has experienced some 
restoration eflforts in order to highlight positive and negative aspects o f the restoration 
design. The hypothesis addressed in this chapter is as follows.
•  Complexity and function of flow is reduced when a stream is simplified 
through straightening, instream wood removal, and riparian vegetation removal; 
this complexity and function is only partially restored by restoration projects that 
emphasize replacing wood in the stream.
This hypothesis was quantitatively tested and the diflerences and similarities between 
reaches were qualitatively described.
To study flow complexity one must choose a scale that adequately describes the 
characteristics o f flow that are being sought. Indeed, flow complexity scales in a river 
begin with the chaotic and almost infinite molecular bounces we can never hope to 
describe and then expand to reach and basin-wide patterns (Newbury 1996). From all the 
chaos that tidy equations fail to capture comes the river features we see and fish 
experience. These features are difiQcult to describe quantitatively, but are readily 
recognizable. Eddies form downstream of obstructions and flow upstream at a relatively
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slow velocity. Waves form when friction causes water to push skyward. Reversals (also 
known as holes and hydraulics) form at the base o f vertical drops and where water 
quickly passes over rocks or logs that are just below the surface. In these features, 
aerated water rushes back upstream to fill the depression left by the falling water. Pools 
form when slope is very low. In all o f these features flows exists somewhere on the 
spectrum from laminar to turbulent.
Flow complexity on this scale has been found to be important to fisheries (Rabeni 
and Jacobson 1993, Harvey et al 1999, McMahon and Hartman 1989, Fausch and 
Northcote 1992, Rosenfeld et al 2000, Quinn and Peterson 1996). It also obviously plays 
a role in channel form and energy dissipation (Marston 1982, Newbury and Gaboury 
1993, Bisson et al 1982). The methods used in this study attempted to describe flow 
complexity on this local scale. These methods are valuable at this scale but do little to 
describe other scales o f complexity. A great deal of humility is necessary when making 
claims about a system as conqrlex and dynamic as a stream.
Several specific assumptions were drawn from the literature or made by the 
author that defined complexity. It is these assumptions that were used to test the 
hypothesis. These assumptions and their sources can be foimd in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Indicators of stream recovery.
Indicator
How Stream 
Character Source
% of random vectors that are
Changes as 
Stream Recovers 
Increases Bisson et al 1982
obstructions McMahon and Hartman 1989
% o f random vectors that are eddies Increases
Harvey et al 1999 
Bisson et al 1982
% of random wood vectors that are Increases
McMahon and Hartman 1989 
Harvey et al 1999 
Bisson et al 1982
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obstructions. McMahon and Hartman 1989
% o f random wood vectors that are Increases
Harvey et al 1999 
Bisson et al 1982
eddies McMahon and Hartman 1989
depth of flow features Increases
Harvey et al 1999 
Fausch and Northcote 1992
height o f obstructions Increases McMahon and Hartman 1989
depth o f wood-associated features Increases
Harvey et al 1999 
Author’s Assumption
compared to randomly features
velocity of wood-associated features Decreases Author’s Assumption
compared to random features
deviation of current feature vectors Increases Author’s Assumption
fi’om channel orientation
deviation o f thalweg feature vectors Increases Author’s Assumption
from channel orientation
Methods
The three stream reaches chosen to represent the naturally recovered, mitigated, 
and simplified stream condition were Spring Creek, Lower O’Brien Creek, and Upper 
O’Brien Creek respectively. Spring Creek flows into Rattlesnake Creek about 6 miles 
upstream of that creek’s confluence with the Clark Fork River. O’Brien Creek joins the 
Bitterroot River several miles upstream of the confluence of the Bitterroot and Clark Fork 
rivers. All three stream reaches were once similarly simplified through straightening, 
removal o f wood, and removal o f most woody riparian vegetation. Spring Creek has 
been protected and has naturally recovered over the past 90 years or so. Lower O’Brien 
Creek was mitigated in 1998 through a restoration project that placed wood and rock 
structures in the still straightened channel, regraded the banks, and planted riparian 
vegetation. Upper O’Brien Creek remains simplified and is maintained in that condition 
by the groundskeepers o f an adjacent housing development. A more detailed site
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description can be found in Chapter 1 and additional similarities and differences between 
the three stream reaches can be found in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Characteristics of the study reaches.
Variable Stream Reach
Spring Lower O’Brien Upper O’Brien
Stream Condition Naturally recovered Mitigated Simplified
Channel Orientation SE E E
Mean Channel Width 1.9 m 2.2 m 2.3 m
Mean Channel Depth 0.06 m 0.10 m 0.10 m
Estimated Stream Discharge 0.20 m/s 0.46 m/s 0.46 m/s
Estimated Channel Slope 6.1 % 2.3 % 2.3 %
Stream Order 1 1 1
Mean Elevation 3,720 ft 3,133 ft 3,178 ft
Dominant Overstory Species Black Black Black
cottonwood cottonwood cottonwood
Typical Substrate Gravel, small Gravel, small Gravel, small
cobble cobble cobble
Recovery Time >50 yrs 3 yrs Oyrs
To evaluate the complexity of flow features (such as eddies, thalweg, and current) 
in the three stream reaches, I measured the velocity and directions of flow associated with 
those features. I selected my sampling locations using transects in order to capture these 
features in cross section since these features are oriented with the direction of flow. 
Longitudinal habitat type complexity is related to cross sectional flow complexity and is 
discussed in Chapter 3.
The locations o f transects along the stream reaches were determined using a 
stratified random system. Each 0.8 km stream reach was divided into 10 m long 
segments. Transects were randomly located within every 10 m adjacent segment of 
stream channel. Once the location o f a transect was established, a measuring tape was 
attached to both banks so that it hung taut across the channel about 0.5 m above the 
water. The tape was oriented so that it was perpendicular to the channel. Then, looking
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downstream at the transect, several parameters were noted on a data sheet (See Appendix 
1). The direction of the transect was determined by holding a compass directly above the 
tape and recording the direction of the tape from left to right. The cross section of the 
transect was then sketched. Included in the sketch was the location on the measuring tape 
of each bank, as well as eddies, current, rocks, gravel bars, and wood. The habitat type as 
described in Chapter 3 was noted for each transect location.
After the transects were established and described, six random points and up to 
four non-random points were chosen along each transect at which velocities are measured 
using a Marsh-McBemie 20 Id flow meter. All velocities were measured at 60% of the 
depth of the stream at that point, which was determined by using a top setting rod. Non- 
random points were selected to describe important features of complexity not described 
by the random points. The thalweg, rocks, and distinct flow areas are examples o f such 
features. The nonrandom points were located in the center of the flow feature of interest 
and at the highest point of obstructions. Nonrandom points were used to describe the 
characteristics o f the features but not the frequencies. Recorded at each point along the 
transects was the location, feature type (current, thalweg, eddy, or obstruction), velocity, 
depth or height, direction o f flow, and the substrate. Definitions of features are found in 
Table 5 .3. Depth of water or height o f above-water features was measured using the top 
setting rod. The direction of flow was measured using a compass. Substrate was 
classified as muck, gravel (0-3 cm diameter), cobble (3-20 cm diameter), boulder (>20 
cm diameter), or wood. See Appendix 1 for an example of a completed data sheet.
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Table 5.3. Definitions of Flow Features.
Feature Definition
Thalweg Single flow vector that represents fastest and deepest flow on transect.
Eddy Low velocity flow downstream o f an obstruction. Also known as
backwater pools, and pocket water. Direction o f flow is often upstream. 
Current All flow vectors that do not represent eddies or the thalweg.
Obstruction Any structure such as a log or rock that blocks or redirects flow. These 
_____________ structures are at or extend above the surface of the water.______________
Nonrandom transects were also established on each stream approximately 0.25 m
downstream of each piece o f wood that interacted with flow. At each of these wood-
associated transects, the same measurements were taken as were at the stratified-random
transects and the data were recorded on the same data sheets.
The analysis o f these data was both quantitative and qualitative and was done
using SPSS. Data was assumed to be non-parametric and unrelated. I therefore tested
categorical data for significance using Chi-square tests and noncategorical data using the
Mann-Whitney U test. Significance was defined by p-values of 0.05 or less.
An additional qualitative analysis was performed that entailed graphing the flow
vectors recorded for each stream. The velocities o f the vectors were represented as their
magnitude (length). The direction o f these vectors was graphed both as their true
compass direction and as their direction relative to the stream banks, widch was
determined by subtracting 90 degrees fl-om the transect orientation. Each vector was also
coded as representing an eddy, a current, or the thalweg (Table 5.3).
Results
Frequency of Different Flow Features
The pie charts in Figure 5.1 depict the percentage of random points along the 
stratified random and wood-associated transects o f each stream that were classified as
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eddy, current, thalweg, or obstruction. Only the random points were used in this analysis 
to reduce bias. The percentage o f thalweg points should be roughly equal because there 
is only one thalweg per transect. Current points can be thought of as a matrix in which 
eddies and obstructions are the variables o f interest due to their role in creating 
complexity as stated in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.1. Relative frequency of four different flow features at (a) random 
locations and (b) 0.25 m downstream of wood pieces.
(a)
Flow Features in 
Spring Creek
Flow F eatu res in 
Lower O'Brien Creek
(b)
Flow F ea tu res  Below W ood in 
Spring Greek
Flow F ea tu re s  Below W ood In 
Lower O'Brien C reek
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Flow Features in 
Upper O'Brien Creek
The graphs o f data from the stratified random transects show that Lower and 
Upper O’Brien exhibit a very similar array o f flow types which is different from Spring 
Creek. Spring Creek has a greater frequency of eddies and obstructions. The graphs 
depicting data from the wood-associated transects show that Spring Creek had a greater 
frequency o f obstructions and a smaller frequency o f eddies than Lower O’Brien Creek. 
Chi-square tests were run to evaluate the significance o f any differences in the dominance 
of each flow feature in these stream reaches. The results o f this test can be found in 
Table 5.4. Thalweg data was excluded because it is a constant. There were too few logs 
in Upper O’Brien Creek affecting flow to merit including the data regarding these logs.
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Table 5.4. Chi-Square Results Comparing Feature Frequency Among Streams for 
_____________ Stratified Random and Wood Associated Transects.______________
_________________________ Stratified Random Transects_________________________
_L.O Brien. vs U.O’Brien. L.O’Brien.-vs- Spring U.O’Brien.-vs-Spring
Attribute P- N N P- N N P- N N
value (LO) (UO) value (LO) (Spring) value (UO) Spring
Obstruction 1.000 18 18 0.000 18 46 0.000 18 46
Eddy 0.394 48 40 0.689 48 52 0.211 40 52
Current 0.523 95 104 0.034 95 68 0.006 104 68
Wood Associated Transects
Obstruction Insufficient wood in 0.034 8 19 Insufficient wood in
Eddy Upper O ’Brien Creek 0.378 35 28 Upper O ’Brien Creek
Current 0.873 19 20
Note: p-values in bold are significant.
The results depicted in Table 5.4 show that there is no statistical difference 
between the fi’equency o f the randomly selected features between Lower O’Brien and 
Upper O’Brien creeks. These data also show that Spring Creek has significantly more 
obstructions and areas o f current than either Upper or Lower O’Brien creeks. 
Significance tests run on wood-associated data show that Spring Creek had significantly 
more obstructions to flow immediately downstream of wood pieces than did Lower 
O’Brien Creek.
The pie charts in figure 5.2 do not show any significant relationships due to a 
fairly small sample size, but do show that Spring Creek has a greater fi*equency of its 
eddies caused by the shore and by gravel bars that the other two stream reaches. Upper 
and Lower O’Brien creeks are almost identical in this data set.
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Figure 5.2. Relative frequency of eddies caused by different kinds of obstructions.
Lower O’Brien Creek U p p e r O 'B rien  C ree k
Spring Creek
Depth of Flow Features
The depth o f flow features and height of obstructions was compared using both 
random and selected points on the stratified random and wood-associated transect data. 
Figure 5.3 depicts these data in graphical form and Table 5.5 shows the results of 
significance tests for differences between stream reaches.
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Figure 5.3. Height of obstructions and depth of flow features.
Depth or Height of Flow Fea tu res Depth or Height of W ood-A ssociated Features
lobslruction O
Lower O'Brien Upper OSriei
The results o f the significance tests found in Table 5 .5 show that Lower O’Brien 
Creek had deeper eddies, and lower obstructions, and shallower currents than did Upper 
O’Brien Creek. Only the thalweg depths were similar between these two reaches. The 
only significant difference between Lower O’Brien and Spring Creeks was that Lower 
O’Brien exhibited deeper eddies. Upper O’Brien had higher obstructions, and deeper 
eddies and currents than Spring Creek. Note that the mean ranks o f depths represent 
negative numbers and therefore a higher mean rank represents a shallower site. Eddies 
were deeper downstream of wood pieces in Lower O’Brien Creek than they were in 
Spring Creek, but no other differences were found to be significant.
Table 5.5. Results of Mann-Whitney U tests Comparing Depths of Features Among 
Streams for Stratified Random and Wood Associated Transects.
Stratified Random Transects
L.O’Brien.-vs-U.O’Brien. L. O’Brien.-vs-Spring U. O’Brien.-vs-Spring
Feature P- Mean Mean P- Mean Mean P- Mean Mean
value Rank rank value Rank Rank value Rank Rank
(LO) (UO) (LO) (Spr.) (UO) (Spr.)
Obstruct. 0.021 27 38 0.612 25 27 0.012 42 29
Eddy 0.001 59 81 0.000 54 82 0.037 55 68
Current 0.027 116 96 0.390 118 126 0.033 80 104
Thalweg 0.711 35 37 0.268 30 36 0.364 29 33
Wood Associated Transects
Obstruct. 0.616 14 16
Eddy Insufficient wood in 0.000 29 48 Insufficient wood in
Current Upper O ’Brien Creek 0.922 22 22 Upper O ’Brien Creek
Thalweg 0.146 11 15
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The dimensions of flow features recorded on stratified random transects were 
compared with those recorded downstream o f wood pieces within each stream to 
determine the effects o f wood on these features. The assumption (Table 5.1) is that 
functional wood creates deeper flows than exist downstream of nonfunctional wood or in 
features not affected by wood. Table 5.6 displays the results o f these significance tests. 
The only two differences noted were that areas o f current associated with wood pieces are 
deeper than randomly selected areas o f current in Spring Creek (naturally recovered) and 
shallower in Upper O’Brien (simplified).
Table 5.6. Results of Mann-Whitney U tests Comparing Depths of Attributes 
between Stratified Random and Wood Associated Transects.
Lower O’Brien Creek Upper O’Brien Creek Spring Creek
P- Mean Mean P- Mean Mean P- Mean Mean
value rank rank value rank rank value rank rank
(S-R) (wood) (S-R) (wood) (S-R) (wood)
Obstruct. 0.220 15 19 - - - 0.080 35 45
Eddy 0.129 55 46 0.761 33 36 0.312 54 48
Current 0.827 61 59 0.020 60 97 0.021 53 38
Thalweg 0.207 22 17 0.153 16 26 1.000 23 23
Velocity of Flow Features
The velocities o f attributes were compared between streams. Figure 5.4 depicts 
the results of these analyses graphically and Table 5.7 does so statistically.
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Figure 5.4. Mean flow velocities of features for both stratified random transects and
wood associated transects.
Mean Velocities of Flow Features
I V e lo c itie s  o f  F low  V e c to rs  
A s s o c ia te d  w ith  W o o d
The relationship between the thalweg, current, and eddy vectors is consistent and 
predictable across all three streams. Thalweg vectors were faster than current vectors and 
both were faster than eddy vectors. Many of these results are significantly different 
between streams as can be seen in Table 5.7. All features in Lower O’Brien were 
significantly faster than those in Upper O’Brien Creek. There was no difference between 
the thalweg velocities o f Lower O’Brien and Spring Creeks but Lower O’Brien had 
significantly fiister eddies and areas o f current. Spring Creek’s attributes were generally 
faster than Upper O’Brien’s but only its areas o f current were significantly so.
Table 5.7. Results of Mann-Whitney U tests Comparing Velocities of Features 
Among Streams for Stratified Random and Wood Associated Transects.
Stratified Random Transects
L. O’Brien.-vs- L. O’Brien.-vs-Spring U. 0 ’Brien.-vs-Spring
U. O’Brien.
Feature P- Mean Mean P- Mean Mean P- Mean Mean
value Rank rank value Rank Rank value Rank Rank
(LO) (UO) (LO) (Spr.) (UO) (Spr.)
Eddy 0.000 80 56 0.001 76 55 0.581 59 63
Current 0.000 124 83 0.031 130 111 0.001 78 105
Thalweg 0.006 43 29 0.438 34 30 0.052 27 36
Wood Associated Transects
Eddy Insufficient wood in 0.632 34 32 Insufficient wood in
Current Upper O ’Brien Creek 0.089 26 19 Upper 0  ’Brien Creek
Thalweg 0.641 12 14
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Velocity o f features was compared between stratified random transects and wood- 
associated transects to determine the effects o f wood pieces. The assumption (Table 5.1) 
is that interacting functional wood slows flow more than noninteracting nonfunctional 
wood or areas lacking wood. Table 5.8 shows that the thalwegs and areas o f current 
associated with wood pieces in both Lower O’Brien and Spring Creeks are significantly 
slower than those randomly selected. The areas o f current in Upper O’Brien show a 
similar relationship.
Table 5.8. Results of Mann-Whitney U tests Comparing Velocities of Features Within 
 Streams and Between Stratified Random and Wood Associated Transects._____
Lower O’Brien Creek Upper O’Brien Creek Spring Creek
P- Mean Mean P- Mean Mean P- Mean Mean
value rank rank value rank rank value rank rank
(S-R) (wood) (S-R) (wood) (S-R) (wood)
Eddy 0.062 50 39 0.220 33 42 0.136 45 53
Current 0.000 65 34 0.004 63 17 0.048 50 38
Thalweg 0.001 25 10 0.094 17 6 0.036 26 17
Flow Vectors of Streams and Their Features
The scatter plots o f the flow vectors show several predictable trends between 
features and may show some subtle differences between these three stream reaches. In 
these scatter plots, velocity increases with distance fi’om the x-y intercept in every 
direction. On the plots o f raw vectors (Figure 5.5) the positive y-axis represents magnetic 
north. On the plots o f vectors relative to the channel orientation (Figure 5.6), the positive 
x-axis represents the channel orientation at each transect. I assumed that a uniformly 
distributed circular field o f points centered around the x-y intercept would represent a 
system of maximum complexity. Conversely, I assumed that a tight grouping o f points 
clustered at some distance from the x-y intercept and around the downstream axis would
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represent a system of minimum complexity. A weU defined thalweg will be represented 
by thalweg points that are distinctly fester than most other types of points.
The raw flow vectors represent both the sinuosity of the channel as well as 
variability o f flow vectors within the channel in Figure 5.5. Because of this, graphs in 
Figure 5.5 represent two scales o f complexity and are therefore more difficult to analyze 
than those in Figure 5.6. The Lower O’Brien Creek data show a distinct cone shape with 
the thalweg data spread well beyond most o f the current data. The general trend of the 
data is eastward with a fairly tight grouping in this direction. The Upper O’Brien Creek 
data lack the cone shape and are more randomly scattered. The most apparent trend is 
roughly northeastward. The thalweg data for this creek are considerably beyond most of 
the current data. Spring Creek’s data are circular to conic in shape, and the velocities are 
slightly slower than those in the other two streams. The general direction of the vectors 
is east-southeast.
Figure 5.5. Raw Flow Vectors (positive y-axis points north).
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Flow vectors better depict flow complexity at the scale of individual flow features 
when plotted relative to channel orientation (Figure 5.6). These plots eliminate the 
effects o f channel sinuosity and describe only the conçlexity of flows within the 
channels. In these plots the stream is flowing from left to right with the positive x-axis 
representing the channel orientation. All three reach’s data show that eddies are low 
velocity and often flow upstream and in various other directions. These points are thus 
grouped in a roughly elliptical pattern along the x-axis with the center very near the x-y 
intercept. In all three reach’s plots the current data is grouped tightly along the positive
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x-axis; however, this relationship is less strong in Spring Creek’s plot. The Spring Creek 
data do not show the large range o f velocities clustered around the x-axis that the other 
two reaches do. The current data in the plots o f Upper O’Brien are cone shaped, meaning 
that faster vectors tend to stray more from channel orientations than slower ones do. In 
both of the other stream these data are slightly more elliptical. The thalweg data for 
Lower O’Brien Creek and Spring Creek are elliptical in shape and considerably more 
evenly distributed than the more circular distribution of Upper O’Brien’s data that are 
clustered around the x-axis. The thalweg data for Spring Creek are intermingled with the 
current data, whereas in the other two reach’s plots, the thalweg data are largely separated 
from the current data. The three thalweg points in Lower O’Brien’s data that are to the 
left o f the y-axis are likely the result o f miscoding or incorrectly calculating the direction 
of flow for those three transects.
Figure 5.6. Flow vectors relative to channel orientation (positive x-axis represents 
downstream channel direction).
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The deviation from the x-axis o f these plots (Figure 5.6) was graphed on box plots 
(Figure 5.7). These plots show the same patterns as Figure 5.6. Lower O’Brien Creek 
has the most variable directions o f eddy and thalweg vectors while Spring Creek has the 
most variable directions of current features. Upper O’Brien Creek has the least variable 
directions o f thalweg and current vectors.
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Figure 5.7. Deviation of vector direction of different flow features from channel
orientation on stratified random transects.
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The plots o f flow vectors recorded on wood-associated transects are shown on a 
slightly smaller scale than the stratified-random transect in order to show detail (Figure 
5.8). There was too little data for Upper O’Brien Creek to justify including its graph.
The plot o f the Spring Creek data appears very similar to the plot o f the stratified random 
transect data for that creek. The plot o f the Lower O’Brien data however looks quite 
different from that creek’s stratified random transect data plots. Lower O’Brien’s wood- 
associated thalwegs are generally slower and the eddies generally faster than its randomly 
selected thalwegs and eddies.
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Figure 5.8. Wood-associated flow vectors plotted relative to channel orientations 
(positive x-axis represents downstream channel direction).
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The deviation from the x-axis was graphed on a box plot to show variability in the 
directions of vectors associated with flow features (Figure 5.9). This figure depicts 
Lower O’Brien Creek’s slightly greater complexity of direction.
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Figure 5.9. Deviation of vector direction of different flow features from channel
orientation on wood-associated transects.
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Discussion
Frequency of Different Flow Features
The flow feature frequencies showed some interesting and statistically significant 
differences between the three study reaches. In general, flow feature frequency in both 
reaches of O’Brien Creek were very similar to one another and different from the more 
natural Spring Creek. The most striking of these differences is that Spring Creek had 
significantly more obstructions to flow than did either o f the reaches on O’Brien Creek 
and a corresponding smaller relative percentage of current measurements. The slightly 
greater slope of Spring Creek could be expected to produce slightly more obstructions to 
flow (larger substrate size). Spring Creek was noticeably rich with small and large wood, 
gravel bars, and cobbles. The simplified channel o f Upper O’Brien lacked these due to 
direct removal of wood and riparian vegetation, and the resulting widening of the
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channel. Restoring obstruction features was apparently not part o f the design of Lower 
O’Brien’s restored channel as the assumptions and findings o f this study suggest it should 
have been. The importance of obstructions to flow is that they create eddies at low water, 
and as flows increase, they provide eddies, reversals, waves, and finally underwater 
eddies. It is critical that streams experiencing high flows be able to dissipate energy and 
offer fish low velocity habitat. The similar fl^equency o f eddies in each stream reach at 
low flows indicate that the streams are similarly functional in providing areas of low 
velocity. However, the assumption that more and higher obstructions create more 
complexity at more flows (Table 5.1) indicates that Spring Creek will function far better 
at a variety o f flows than either o f the other two reaches. Spring Creek has naturally 
formed a streambed with more roughness features (obstructions) than were restored to 
Lower O’Brien Creek or found in the simplified Upper O’Brien Creek. Restoration 
designs should include obstructions to flow that function across a wider range of flows 
and more closely mimic natural recovery.
The eddy data in figure 5.2 suggests Spring Creek has rougher and more irregular 
shorehne. Although this difference is not statistically significant it may very well be 
ecologically significant. The greater percentage of shore eddies is likely important to fish 
which have been shown to move to the edges of streams during high water. It also 
presumably dissipates stream energy that could otherwise erode banks. The greater 
percentage o f bar eddies in Spring Creek are representative of its meanders within its 
channel and its aggrading bed. These bars were sometimes forced by wood pieces.
Some of these bars were colonized with shrubs that will help the meanders to perpetuate.
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Formation of bars on Lower O’Brien Creek may occur if the restoration design has not 
controlled the stream energies too greatly.
Upper O’Brien Creek only had two logs in the channel that affected flow enough 
to warrant measuring flow data across transects. There were 20 to 30 occurrences of 
wood affecting flow on the other two reaches. The restoration of Lower O’Brien Creek 
has provided it with as a more natural number of wood pieces affecting flow.
The only significant difference between streams in wood-associated feature 
fi-equency was again in the number of obstructions. Spring Creek had significantly more 
than did Lower O’Brien Creek and is therefore assumed more complex in this way. This 
is most likely due to the fact that many logs in Spring Creek deflected flow and caused 
scour pools whereas most logs in Lower O’Brien Creek were placed in such a way that 
they caused relatively deep and simple plunge pools.
Flow Feature Depths and Obstruction Heights 
Flow feature depth was expected to differ between the two creeks because Spring 
Creek is slightly smaller. This was in fact the case. Statistical analysis revealed that 
Lower O’Brien was generally more like Spring Creek than either were like Upper 
O’Brien Creek. However, Figure 5.3 shows that the mean depth of Lower O’Brien’s 
thalwegs and eddies were much deeper than the mean depth of its currents. The other 
two reaches showed a more consistent pattern across the three types of flow. The reason 
for this is likely the shallow riffles and very deep pools constructed in Lower O’Brien 
Creek. Hence, restoration efforts on Lower O’Brien Creek did increase its flow 
complexity. Upper O’Brien appeared to be the most functional reach with regards to 
obstruction height (Table 5.1) but had few obstructions compared to Spring Creek.
Surprisingly, there were few differences in the depths of randomly selected 
features and those associated with wood. The currents were deeper in Spring Creek and 
shallower in Upper O’Brien creek when associated with wood This likely reflects the 
many wood-associated scour pools on Spring Creek and the noninteractive and mobile 
wood on Upper O’Brien. This also suggests that each type o f feature is relatively 
homogeneous in depth, regardless o f the type of bed form causing these features.
Velocity of Flow Features 
The velocities recorded in the three reaches were quite different. Lower O’Brien 
had the fastest features followed by Spring Creek. It should be noted once again that 
O’Brien Creek is slightly larger and therefore would be expected to have slightly higher 
velocities than Spring Creek, even though Spring Creek is shghtly steeper.
Wood effectively slowed velocities of current features and the thalwegs on all 
three reaches. This is often stated in the literature as a key function of wood in streams. 
There was no significant difference in eddy velocities of wood-associated features and 
randomly selected features. This would seem to indicate that wood is no more effective 
at slowing local velocities than rocks or meanders or any other obstruction. The critical 
difference between wood and these other obstructions is likely the shape and size of the 
eddies wood creates, as well as how the flow is deflected away fi’om the eddy.
Flow Vectors of Streams and Their Features 
The scatter plots of flow vectors are certainly the most difBcult and ambiguous 
results to analyze and interpret. The stream reaches appeared more similar than I 
expected. It is likely that spatial statistics would be useful in using these data to analyze 
differences more rigorously. The method could be useful in describing differences
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between different types of streams, such as the Rosgen classification types. Still, some 
differences between the stream reaches were apparent.
One of my predictions (Table 5 .1) regarding these plots was that thalweg and 
current points of the simplified reach would be less scattered than those of the naturally 
recovered stream. This was certainly shown in the plots in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. The 
Upper O’Brien Creek data are closely associated with the x-axis, which represents a 
fairly simple channel. Spring Creek shows the other end of that spectrum with almost no 
concentration o f points around the x-axis. Interestingly, the thalweg in Lower O’Brien 
Creek is variable whereas the current points are relatively clumped around the x-axis.
The reason for this may lie in the fact that Lower O’Brien is a straight channel in which 
the thalweg is intentionally bounced back and forth by restoration structures. Spring 
Creek seems to have widened its down-cut channel to an extent that its entire active 
channel can meander within its banks.
The distribution of eddy points may suggest other differences, however these 
differences could be explained by the location o f the data collection within each eddy.
The center of eddies that are large enough will flow directly opposite to the direction of 
flow next to the eddy. However, due to the random location o f the data collection, many 
eddy measurements were made near the turbulent edges of the eddies, or the downstream 
end where outflow has begun. In order to measure comparable and representative flow 
readings in eddies, they would have to be measured at the most stable point of the eddies. 
This point is typically near the upstream end of the eddy and midway across.
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Summary
The predicted trend o f Spring Creek being the most recovered, Upper O’Brien the 
least, and Lower O’Brien Creek at an intermediate level o f recovery was shown by the 
flow complexity data. This relationship is not shown as strongly by this chapter as it is in 
Chapters 3 and 4.
Table 5.9. Ranking of stream reaches based on indicators of natural recovery.
Indicator ^  Increasing Level of Recovery 4-
% of random vectors that are obstructions S * U L
% o f random vectors that are eddies S L U
% of random wood vectors that are obstructions S * L
% of random wood vectors that are eddies L S
depth of features L * U * S
Height of obstructions U * s * L
depth of wood associated features compared to S L U
random features
velocity o f wood-associated features compared L * S * u
to random features
deviation o f current vectors fi*om channel S L u
orientation
deviation o f thalweg feature vectors fi’om L S u
chaimel orientation
S = Spring Creek, L = Lower O ’Brien Creek, U = Upper O ’Brien Creek 
* Indicates a statistically significant relationship. Not all relationships were tested for  
_______________________________ significance._______________________________
Conclusions
Flow feature fi'equency was an easily and quickly measured variable. This 
variable should be measured in concert with habitat types and overhead cover to quickly 
describe flow and habitat complexity. Midstream eddies and obstructions could be 
counted or spatially measured in a variety of ways to describe complexity on a différent 
and important scale than that of longitudinal stream surveys.
The measurement of flow vectors was labor intensive and time consuming. It is 
likely that it is not a method worth replicating, especially on larger scales. However,
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there may be diflFerent methods of gathering the data that could make the method much 
easier and more worthwhile. On large rivers and streams, aerial photography and remote 
sensing could be used in concert with several representative transect measurements to 
extrapolate a large data set quickly. Remote estimates of depth and channel form such as 
those used by Torgersen et al (1999) could be especially applicable to this method of 
flow data extrapolation. Flow feature fi'equency could also be done visually while doing 
other aspects o f a stream survey. The scatter plots o f flow feature direction and velocity 
could be worthwhile in describing differences between different types of streams, and 
perhaps varying levels o f simplification within stream types.
Flow complexity was shown to differ between the three stream reaches in ways 
that suggest strong and weak aspects o f the restoration o f Lower O’Brien Creek. Lower 
O’Brien was more similar to Upper O’Brien Creek in the fi'equency of different flow 
features, and had fewer obstructions than did Spring Creek. The flow vector data 
appeared to show that Lower O’Brien was more similar to Upper O’Brien than to Spring 
Creek. There was very little functional wood in Upper O’Brien and therefore the need 
for the addition of wood to Lower O’Brien Creek was corroborated by this study. In the 
two stream reaches with substantial wood, wood slowed thalweg and current feature 
velocities. The data suggest that Lower and Upper O’Brien are both in need of more 
obstructions to flow, and more irregular banks. These roughness features would help this 
system function at a wider variety of flows and would increase flow complexity.
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions
The findings o f this study paint a clear picture some of the successful and 
unsuccessful aspects o f the restoration o f Lower O’Brien Creek, the lack of proper 
management of Upper O’Brien Creek, and the processes contributing to the natural 
recovery o f Spring Creek. It became evident that Spring Creek has recovered to a greater 
degree and now exhibits more flow and wood complexity than Lower O’Brien Creek has 
achieved with restoration. It reached this complex state through the recovery of the 
riparian vegetation, the natural input o f small wood, and through time. Table 6.1 
summarizes these findings as it shows that Spring Creek was the most fimctional or 
recovered in 18 variables, while Lower and Upper O’Brien creeks exhibited the highest 
recovery values for 9 and 2 variables respectively. Spring Creek was the least recovered 
for 3 variables, while Lower and Upper O’Brien creeks were least recovered for 9 and 17 
variables respectively.
Table 6.1. Number of variables for which each stream was defined as the most or
least recovered.
Stream
Spring Creek: Naturally Recovered 
Lower O’Brien Creek: Mitigated 
Upper O’Brien Creek: Simplified
Most Recovered
18
9
2
Least Recovered
3
9
17
Table 6.2 lists the specific outcomes o f the recovery analysis for all variables 
addressed in this study.
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Table 6.2. Ranking of stream reaches based on indicators of natural recovery.
Indicators ^  Increasing Level of Recovery ^
Chapter 3: Channel Characteristics
width : depth ratio (low flow) S U L
riffle : pool ratio L s U
fi-equency o f habitat types / stream length S L U
% of channel that is pools L S u
% o f pools that are plunge S L u
% of channel with overhead cover S L u
% of channel overhead cover that is undercut S U L
banks
% of channel overhead cover that is vegetation S L U
% of channel overhead cover that is wood S L U
Chapter 4: Wood Characteristics
# o f wood pieces /100 m S L U
volume of wood /100 m L S U
# of debris accumulations /100 m S U L
mean diameter o f wood pieces L * u * S
distribution of wood piece diameters S u L
distribution of wood piece lengths S u L
minimum height o f wood pieces L s u
diversity o f heights o f wood pieces U s L
% o f wood pieces not in channel s L U
% of wood pieces parallel to flow s L U
Chapter 5: Flow Characteristics
% of random vectors that are obstructions s * u L
% of random vectors that are eddies s L U
% of random wood vectors that are obstructions s * L
% of random wood vectors that are eddies L S
depth o f features L * U * S
Height o f obstructions u * s * L
depth o f wood associated featines compared to s L U
random features
velocity of wood-associated features compared L * S * U
to random features
deviation o f current vectors fi-om channel s L u
orientation
deviation o f thalweg feature vectors fi-om L S u
channel orientation
S  = Spring Creek, L = Lower O ’Brien Creek, U = Upper O ’Brien Creek 
* Indicates a statistically significant relationship. Not all relationships were tested for  
_____________________________  significance._______________________________
Lower O’Brien Creek was made more complex through restoration, but it may 
stay at its limited level o f complexity for a long time. The use of only very large wood in
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this very small stream makes it difficult for the stream to change and naturally evolve 
additional complexity and function. A natural size distribution of wood would better 
mimic natural recovery and would have allowed further natural recovery in the future.
The establishment of a native and structurally diverse riparian community is a critically 
important step in the restoration of Lower O’Brien Creek that was not successfully 
completed. In addition, more obstructions to flow and smaller wood may help this stream 
reach.
Upper O’Brien Creek is clearly the least recovered and complex stream reach that 
was studied. Restoring more natural functions to this creek would entail the 
establishment of riparian vegetation and the replacement of local wood into the channel. 
Additional small wood would likely help this stream reach after the riparian vegetation is 
established. The simplification of this stream reach is indicative of suburban/rural stream 
management and resulted in the landowners receiving citations fi’om Montana Fish 
Wildlife and Parks. However, placing large logs and large boulders in this stream reach 
like those used in Lower O’Brien Creek is not recommended.
Several methods of assessing stream function and complexity used in this study 
were useful and well worth the time it took to complete them. The habitat type and 
overhead cover type data (Chapter 3) were very instructive and easy to carry out. The 
results were easily analyzed and lead to specific management implications. The wood 
results (Chapter 4) clearly illuminated some differences between the stream reaches and 
lead to management implications that would help restoration projects better mimic 
natural recovery. It is recommended that wood be studied in reference systems before 
restoration is undertaken using the methods described in Chapter 4. A key variable not
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measured here that is recommended is the percent of the log that is in or over the stream 
channel and the percent that is on the banks. Similarly, the percent of the stream channel 
that the log crosses should be measured
The methods used to describe flow complexity in Chapter 5 were experimental 
and were only partially successful. The method in which the data were collected for this 
data set was labor intensive and time consuming. The real value of these methods could 
be twofold. The scatter plots used to graphically depict flow complexity would be useful 
in explaining the differences between stream types and may offer detailed comparisons 
between reaches with a larger data set and more advanced statistics. The more successful 
and easily measured aspect of these methods was the fi'equency of flow features. It is 
recommended that researchers make counts of eddies and obstructions to flow 
concurrently with the habitat type and overhead cover data collection.
The goal of this study was to expand our understanding of stream complexity and 
describe it in a manner helpful to stream managers so that they can design restoration 
projects that better mimic natural streams and rivers, and encourage recovery o f natural 
processes. This was attempted through both established and experimental methods. I 
would urge stream managers to respect a stream’s creativity and power, and to help it 
recover accordingly. The ballasted engineered placement of very large logs in small 
streams may help fisheries, but it does not restore the nature of these streams. Only 
through the mimicking of natural processes can systems truly be restored, and streams 
should not be enhanced in a manner that slows their natural recovery. This study has 
shown that the addition of wood can increase channel complexity, but it has also shown 
that wood additions are not enough. This study failed to capture the complexities of
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flows. Thankfully, science still fails at explaining some of the most complex and 
beautiful aspects of our existence. Directly and openly experiencing such things leads to 
a richer understanding that may one day lead to better scientific explorations. Because of 
this it is this author’s suggestion that stream managers study natural streams with an open 
mind and wet feet Because of this, I am going kayaking.
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